


PROLOGUE
UNDEREXPOSED

O
ver the course of six years, beginning in 2009,

the creators (of which I am one) of The Heights:

An Illustrated History of Boston College, 1863-2013

examined and disputed and re-disputed over an estimated

10,000 images of Boston College preserved in a score of

institutional archives as well as family and personal collec-

tions. When the dust settled, we had 535 images for pub-

lication—setting the others aside not because they weren’t

beautiful or instructive or moving or all those things togeth-

er, but because they did not feed the river of history as it cut

its way through 150 years of Boston College life. And our

mission was to follow the river.

FOREMOST AMONG IMAGES I WISH WE COULD HAVE

published are these that follow.

From the winter of 1940: Framed by bare linden trees

and the backdrop of St. Mary’s Hall, a group of about 20

students, nearly all in letter jackets and cleats, caps in their

hands, attend to a priest who is speaking from the top ofthe

Bapst Library front steps. The caption reads: “Baseball team

prays for peace.”

FromMay 1921: University President William Devlin, SJ,

all in black, obligingly standing with one hand resting on the

shank of a miniature pony on which sits a straight-backed,

imperious “Miss Mary Stuart,” perhaps six years old, who is

the daughter of a significant donor to the College.

From 1921, and the same capital campaign: A volunteer

solicitor’s “Daily Envelope Report” imprinted with the

instruction: “Sign your own [pledge] card first, it’s better to

be ‘one of ’em.’”

From 1960: The 25th reunion gathering of the Class

of 1935, with adults filling a 30-foot wide area on the four

entry stairs to More Hall. Below them, sitting and stand-

ing five deep across a 60-foot swath of sidewalk, are their

Baby Boomers—toddlers to late teens—the girls in summer

dresses and the boys in suits, white shirts, and ties.

From the 1970s: A Jesuit strides past a row of cheerlead-

ers in short skirts, smiling, his eyes fixed on the ground in

front of him.

From the 1890s: A page from a scrapbook to which are

affixed photographs ofBoston College students arranged in

groups according to the Boston neighborhoods from which

they commuted, with handwritten notations beside each

image, such as “All from Roxbury.”

Any photo of the thick-spectacled, wide-shouldered, and

brilliant John A. (Jack) Ryder, who was track coach from

1919 to 1952 and under whom Boston College runners and

teams were a consistently dominant force in the Northeast.

From 1918 or 1919: While four men in dark suits and

straw hats look on, two freshmen stand atop a white end-

zone cross-post on Alumni Field; below them about 50 of

their classmates madly and incoherently wrestle with each

other. The unsatisfying caption tells us, “Freshman rush was

a tradition during the early 20th century.”

From the early 1960s: Librarian Brendan Connolly,

SJ, standing in the “cage” in Bapst Library that held books

appearing on the Vatican’s Index Librorum Prohibitorum, to

which, until 1966, students had access only with a permis-

sion slip signed by Boston College’s president.

From 1928: Page 45 from “Volume I” of Ethics Notes,

by the legendarily cantankerous faculty member Jones
J.

Corrigan, SJ, which begins “The Norms of Morality of Util-

itarianism under its fourfold form (1) Egoistic Hedonism,

(2) Universalistic Hedonism, (3) Ethical Evolution and (4)

Negative Eudaemonism, are false.”

From 1959: 400 dress-uniformed members of the

Reserve Officer Training Corps, their hands clasped before

them, kneel on a polished tile floor in McHugh Forum dur-

ing a Field Mass.

From the late 1950s or early 1960s: Three Boston

College men with close-cropped hair determinedly smile

for the camera while standing on the tarmac beside an

Alitalia passenger plane and miming the handing of a

poster-sized placard to two chic Alitalia stewardesses

(smiling warily). Written on the placard: “To his Holiness

Pope John XXIII . . . from the students of Boston College:

Masses—3,353; Rosaries—2,755; Communions—2,993;

Visits to the Blessed Sacrament—2,830; CorporalWorks of

Mercy—2,323.”

From the 1 920s: One ofthe two known photos ofPatrick

McHugh, SJ, dean of studies from 1920 until his death in

1935, whom I and Seth Meehan, Ph.D.’14 (my co-author),

believe to have been the faculty member and Jesuit most

universally beloved by students and alumni
—

“a father to all

BC men,” said one student.

From the early 1980s: A photo of the gang of young

chemistry faculty who determined, without clearance from

Boston College, that they would make the University a place

where serious science was conducted.

The next illustrated history is likely to appear in 2038 or

2063. My introduction to the images that did appear in the

current history begins on page 30. —ben birnbaum
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GOODBYE, FRIEND
Re “William B. Neenan, SJ: 1929-2014,”

(Summer 2014): I met Fr. Neenan the first

week ofmy freshman year. I was register-

ing for classes in those long lines that used

to stream out of Gasson Hall before the

dawn of computer registration. By the

time I wound my way to the front, all the

classes I needed to take were full. I was

put into classes I cannot even remember,

and I left the building blinded by tears

and so angry that I literally slammed right

into—of course—Fr. Neenan, who asked,

“Friend, are you all right?” I blurted out

my whole story and ended with "and how

canyou help?” He smiled that gentle smile

and introduced himself, in his usual hum-

ble way, as the dean of Arts and Sciences.

He brought me to his office, dried my
tears, and arranged my schedule. He was

an angel walking among us.

Nancy-Jean Berardo Eagan ’86

Newburyport, Massachusetts

Our meeting was classic Neenan. My
mother and I went to the bookstore for

supplies just before I started my freshman

year, and we happened upon Fr. Neenan,

dressed in plain clothes. My mom asked if

he worked there (his response: “in a way”)

and if he could help us. Once she realized

who he was, she was mortified, but Fr.

Neenan put her at ease, saying, “Please! I

need something to do.” Front that moment

on, I loved him, his comforting spirit, and

the love of learning he encouraged with

his annual Dean’s List. I rest assured that

we will meet again someday in another

idyllic place—where he no doubt contin-

ues to lead the Iowa-Nebraska contingent

and spread joy.

Shawna Gallagher Vega ’06, MA’08

Hoboken, New Jersey

Fr. Neenan had the uncanny ability to

make you feel like an old friend even when

it was your first conversation. My first

conversation with this old friend came at

freshman orientation when he approached

our group of shy onlookers. Learning we

were from Seattle, he insisted we chair a

monthly “Salmon Luncheon Club” with

him. A heated debate ensued as to whether

Wyoming belonged in the club, and Fr.

Neenan, being the welcoming type, found

those concerned a home in the Rocky

Mountain Club.

Lindsey Anne Eulberg ’05

Commerce City, Colorado

It was lunch time in the Eagles Nest during

my first week at Boston College, and my
new friend and I had finally found a place

to sit when an older gentleman came and

took a seat at our table. He introduced

himself as Fr. Neenan and spent more

time asking us about ourselves than he

did in explaining who he was. He asked

us about our dreams and aspirations at

Boston College, where we were from, and

how Newton Campus was treating us.

He sympathized with us when we said we

had to leave for class, telling us to study

hard and encouraging us to get involved

on campus. His kind words and sincerity

made me feel that Boston College truly

was my new home.

Alanna O’Grady ’1
1, M.Ed.’16

Allston, Massachusetts

I was sitting in a booth at the White

Mountain Creamery (then a Brigham’s),

looking at my Latin texts and asking

myself, Why had I signed up for Latin?

Out of the blue, an older fellow in a

green snorkel parka, that even in 1980

was dated, sat down uninvited and

asked, “Quid novi”—what’s new? At that

moment I was graced with a friendship

that grew to be, and will always remain,

deeply heartfelt.

Bill performed our wedding service,

and he became a favorite ofmy children

and extended family. But what is most

remarkable was that so many students had

that experience of friendship and guidance

that made “Hello, friend” mean so much.

I suggest that the plaza outside O’Neill

Library be renamed in his honor, and that

it feature a bronze of Bill ready to fist-
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bump passersby and a plaque bearing the

words “Hello, friend.”

Nancy Duggan ’84, P’l 1,’12

Acton, Massachusetts

ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

Re “Major Addition,” by William Bole

(Summer 2014): I was excited to read

about the new environmental studies

major leading to a BA degree at Boston

College. Having spent most ofmy career

working in the environmental area, I

know there is a critical need for this type

of interdisciplinary program bringing

together science, the humanities, and man-

agement, among other fields. Drivers for

business and government, such as climate

change, urbanization, and pressure on

natural resources, will only increase the

need for the kind ofwell-rounded and

committed graduates Boston College will

produce from a program like this.

Elisa M. Speranza ’82

Sioux Falls, South Dakota

I spent the bus ride to Boston after Easter

break my senior year finishing some

required reading for the environmental

seminar—Aldo Leopold’s A Sand County

Almanac, a collection of the author’s

adventures around his farm in Wisconsin.

I found myself staring out the window at

a blur of trees and hills and, for the first

time, thinking locally—about our daily

interactions with the natural world, and

about the responsibilities these experienc-

es bring. That is the goal of environmental

studies—to see all of nature’s moving

parts and to find our role in that ecosys-

tem. The ability to engage and educate on

multiple levels is essential to building bet-

ter communities. With the addition of this

major, Boston College is well positioned

to become a leader in this growing field.

Tyler Archer ’1

1

New Haven, Connecticut

GOOD MEDICINE
Re “Assigned Reading,” by Amy Boesky

(Summer 2014): While some medical

school programs have begun to imple-

ment humanistic elements as part of their

curricula, there is little room in an already

crowded agenda. Yet the understanding

of health, illness, and pain in the context

of personhood and family are central to

developing practitioners who will be more

than scientists and technicians.

For a university focused on undergrad-

uate education, spirituality, and ethics, this

is a wonderful and timely interdisciplinary

minor for pre-meds, as well as those who

will be involved in healthcare policy and

law, advocacy, social work, and psychol-

ogy. It will utilize the strengths of Boston

College’s mission and faculty to help mold

more broad-based and humane ’’medical

men and women for others.”

Christopher M. Doran ’68, P’00, ’03

Denver, Colorado

HISTORY LESSONS
Re “It’s My Party,” by Heather Cox

Richardson (Summer 2014): Reading

Professor Richardson’s article on Andrew

Johnson reminded me of the tremendous

intellectual excitement that I felt in work-

ing with her as a graduate student. She

taught me how to identify the significance

of seemingly unrelated historical issues

from broad perspectives, and her power-

ful, engaging, and elegant prose continues

to be a model for my writing.

Hidetaka Hirota, Ph.D.’12

New York, New York

Professor Richardson has a gift for peel-

ing back layers of partisan posturing and

maneuvering to reveal a subject’s core

beliefs about government and society.

She also consistently reminds her audi-

ence how the past informs the present.

Having benefitted from her feedback on

my dissertation, I know that she is pas-

sionate about training the next generation

of historians to make their scholarship

approachable and relevant.

Ian Delahanty, PhD.’13

Roslindale, Massachusetts

ROLE MODEL
Re “Conversation Starters,” by William

Bole (Summer 2014): I met Paul Chebator

and Mer Zovko during my freshman year

living on the Newton Campus, and I sub-

sequently worked closely with Paul, first

as a member of the Student Judicial Board

and the Sexual Assault Network, and

later as his graduate assistant. Having the

opportunity to experience Paul's unwaver-

ing commitment to student development,

health, and safety, and to promoting cura

personalis within the Boston College com-

munity, only further solidified my passion

for pursuing a career in student affairs.

Ryan M. Travia ’01,M.Ed.’03

Cambridge, Massachusetts

The writer directs Harvard University’s de-

partment ofhealth promotion and education.

PRIZE WINNER
Re “Digest,” by Thomas Cooper (Spring

2014): Please add Matthew Hay Brown
’89 to the list of alumni who have won

Pulitzer Prizes. As a staffwriter at the

Hartford Courant, Matt was a member of

the team that won the 1999 Pulitzer Prize

in Breaking News Reporting for coverage

of a workplace shooting. Matt is currently

the politics and government editor at the

Baltimore Sun.

John W. Monahan ’89

Durham, New Hampshire

BAND OF BROTHERS
Re “Memorial Days,” Zachary Jason’s

searing article about the life and death of

Lt. John Fitzgibbons ’67 (Winter 2014):

I served in Vietnam with the 1st Cav. in

1967. It is amazing how it seems like it all

happened yesterday rather than 47 years

ago. May God rest John Fitzgibbons’s soul.

Paid Horrigan ’62

Westborough, Massachusetts

BCM welcomes letters from readers.

Letters may be edited for length and clarity,

and must be signed to be published. Our

fax number is (617) 552-2441; our email

address is bcm(g)bc.edu.
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H John Fish, P’ 13, chairman and CEO of

[j
Suffolk Construction Inc., was named

q Chair of the University’s Board of

i/> Trustees, the first non-alumnus to hold

o. the position. He succeeds Kathleen

McGillycuddy NC’71. In addition, the

^ Board appointed four new members: Paul

Coulson, David Griffith ’68, P’00, ’02,

’06, Kathleen Flatley lx ’88, M.Ed.’92,

and Robert Keane, SJ, ’71, M.Div.’78. )f(

James P. Burns, IVD, was named dean of

the Woods College of Advancing Studies.

Burns had been interim dean since 2012.

Erika Sabbath, newly-arrived assis-

tant professor in the Graduate School of

Social Work, received a $324,000 grant

from the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention and the National Institute for

Occupational Safety and Health to study

the economic and health consequences

of job-related stress among hospital

employees. A @BCPoliceDept must

have been reading Digest’s mind when

it tweeted: “Ever wonder what a @
BostonDuckTours looks like being pulled

by a team of police officers?” The accom-

panying photo showed 10 members of

the University’s force hauling a pea green,

32,000-pound amphibious craft across

the Edmond’s Hall parking lot via a thick

hawser. Their time for the 25-foot pull:

6.53 seconds. BCPD finished fourth out

of 12 teams and raised $1,600 for Special

Olympics Massachusetts. )f( A five-year,

$19 million, National Institutes of Health

program to increase diversity in the ranks

ofbiomedical researchers will be headquar-

tered at Boston College and led by biology

professor David Burgess. A With 29 new

and recent graduates joining Teach For

America in 2014, Boston College ranked

fifth among medium-size colleges and uni-

versities contributing alumni to the non-

profit that places recent graduates in high-

need school districts. )f( To promote its

Espresso Your Faith Week, The Church in

the 21st Century Center released a video

titled “Shake It Off,” in which more than

1.000 Boston College students, faculty,

and staff shook (and kicked and twirled)

away their woes to the eponymous tune by

Taylor Swift. The video, by John Walsh '17

and John Campbell ’15, has been seen

1 50.000 times. Ms. Swift tweeted her

thanks. A Tynch School ofEducation

associate professor Patrick Proctor will

head a team that received a $1.47 mil-

lion grant from the U.S. Department of

Education to develop a curriculum for

fourth grade, Spanish-speaking English

learners. The Pops on the Heights

Barbara and Jim Cleary Scholarship Gala,

held during Parents’ Weekend raised a

record $5.2 million. A The German stud-

ies department held a two-day reunion

mit symposium to celebrate having more

than 100 undergraduates selected as

Fulbright scholars (the number currently

stands at 108) since the program’s found-

ing. Department chair Michael Resler said

it’s “highly likely that Boston College has

sent more Fulbright scholars to Germany

4 B CM FALL 2OI4



dolce vita— After 16 years as head pastry chef at Boston's Four Seasons Hotel, Timothy Fonseca has joined Boston College Dining Services as its

executive pastry chef. On October 29 he served complimentary Halloween-themed cupcakes and pumpkin whoopie pies to, among others, Jerome

Shea '16 (in maroon and gold) in Corcoran Commons.

and Austria over the years than any other

American university.” A final edition of

The Dean's List, a yearly compendium of

book recommendations from Fr. William

B. Neenan, SJ, was released posthumously.

Newcomers included Lawrence in Arabia

by Scott Anderson; One Summer—America,

1927 by Bill Bryson; Alexander Hamilton

by Ron Chernow; and Someone by Alice

McDermott. )J( Associate professor of

fine arts Sheila Gallagher was one of 102

U.S. artists chosen for State ofthe Art:

Discovering American Art Now, an exhibi-

tion at the Crystal Bridges Museum in

Bentonville, Arkansas. 7K In a posting on

hercampus.com, Victoria Moriarity '17

imagined the celebrities suggested by

the Height’s iconic buildings, including

Beyonce as the personification of Gasson

Hall
—

“tall and strong . . . with an air of

superiority, but never arrogance.” )f( Four

faculty members in the department of

psychology were awarded grants to pursue

investigations in the field: Assistant pro-

fessor Alexa Veenema received a National

Institutes of Health grant to study neural

pathways affecting social play behavior;

Assistant professor Liane Yotmg, her post-

doctoral associates Larisa Heiphetz and

Brendan Gaesser, and professor Elizabeth

Kensinger were awarded two grants

from the John Templeton Foundation to

investigate aspects of moral psychology

including the development of religious

cognition; and associate professor Scott

Slotnick received funding from the Dana

Foundation for research on how differ-

ent portions of the brain interact during

spatial memory formation. )J( A recently

unearthed 1911 college ranking system

devised by the U.S. Bureau ofEducation

judged schools according to how well they

prepared students for graduate school and

placed Boston College in the upper sec-

tion of “Class Two”: institutions whose

graduates might, like those from Class

One schools, achieve a master’s degree

in one of the strong graduate programs

after accomplishing "the regular minimum

amount ofwork." The findings drew such

an outcry from school presidents who

felt mistreated that President William

Howard Taft embargoed the report, and

his successor, Woodrow Wilson, followed

suit. In the most recent assessment, the

2015 U.S. News & World Report survey,

the University retained its 31st position

among national universities, and the

Carroll School ofManagement edged up

one spot, to number 21, among “The Best

in Undergraduate Business.” )J( Members

of the University’s grounds crew planted

17,300 tulips, including mixtures such as

“Above the Cloud,” “Glow Motion,” “Les

Colettes,” “Mixed Company,” and “Sultans

of Spring.” —Thomas Cooper

photograph: Caitlin Cunningham FALL 2014 BCM 5



From left: Brian Gareau, Tara Gareau, Barnett, Snapper, Blustein, Black, and Hoffman in Merkert.

Launch keys
By William Bole

New support for early-stage research

I
n his lab on the third floor of the

Merkert Center, Professor Marc

Snapper (chemistry), opens a wide, shal-

low drawer and plucks out what looks

like a plain round piece of white paper

to demonstrate his big idea. It is actually

a sheet of filter paper, which he is using

as a model for cotton (both materials are

made of cellulose, an organic compound).

The idea is to fashion what he calls “Smart

First Aid Fabrics,” including articles of

clothing that would automatically release

therapeutic agents (to prevent infection,

for example) in the presence of blood. He

pictures athletes, soldiers, hikers, and oth-

ers donning these smart clothes.

But there’s a barrier that Snapper

needs to push aside, before he lines up

significant funding for what will be an

ambitious multiyear project. “We need to

show that we could do this, at least in prin-

ciple,” the chemistry professor says. And

to get the initial supporting data, he needs

funding that granters such as the National

Science Foundation (NSF) are reluctant to

award at this early stage.

There is, in other words, a funding gap

for potentially consequential but prelimi-

nary research. Stepping into this void at

Boston College is a new initiative called

Ignite, which offers seed money for pilot

projects by faculty members from various

disciplines.

The aim is to give selected faculty quick

access to funds that will help them get the

test data needed for much larger grants,

notably from the NSF and the National

Institutes of Health. Snapper’s proposal

for smart fabrics was one of five projects

awarded up to $30,000 this past summer,

during the first round of Ignite grants

(there are three cycles of grant-making

planned for each academic year). He’s

using the money to buy materials and pay

undergraduate research assistants.

Nationally, competition for research

grants has become fiercer than ever, large-

ly because ofwaning or stagnating federal

funds for that purpose, says Thomas C.

Chiles, Boston College’s DeTuca Chair in

Biology and the University’s vice provost

for research and academic planning. “You

have to have preliminary data for those

grants, and you can’t just pull the money

out of the air to do this research,” he

said, underscoring the need for a funding

mechanism such as Ignite. “For Boston

College faculty to be competitive for

grants, we have to move those ideas for-

ward, sooner.”

“Sooner” is no small part of the empha-

sis. An Ignite grant arrives no later than

two months after the deadline for propos-

als, which are externally reviewed by spe-

cialists in the faculty members’ fields. “If I

have an idea, and it takes me nine months

to move it forward, I’m behind the curve.

I’m not competitive, because somebody

else is going to do it,” Chiles explains.

For his part, Snapper says he and his

team are racing to forge a linker, or chemi-

cal building block, that would keep thera-

peutic agents “immobilized” on the fabric

until bleeding occurs, at which point the

medicines would cleave to the wound and

help control bleeding, relieve pain, and/or

stave off infection. “We could be scooped

tomorrow,” he acknowledges, referring

to researchers at other institutions who

might be on the same trail.

There are four other projects underway

in the inaugural round of Ignite funding.

Graduate School of Social Work assis-

tant professor Jessica Black, an education-

al neuroscientist, is developing an online

survey for young people who have, or are

at risk of having, learning disabilities. The

responses will help her and co-researchers

devise further tests using an MRI scanner

to better understand disabilities’ neuro-

logical underpinnings. Biology professor

Charles Hoffman is testing a new method

of discovering drug-like compounds that

aid in the study of cellular signaling, the

process by which cells communicate with

and respond to one another. Lynch School

of Education professors G. Michael

Barnett and David Blustein are evaluating

the use of robotics to teach science and

technology to minority students.

For an interdisciplinary project, assis-

tant professor of sociology Brian
J.
Gareau

and earth and environmental sciences

lecturer Tara Pisani Gareau (they’re hus-
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band and wife) are studying the effects of

climate change on the Massachusetts cran-

berry industry and what growers are doing

or can do to ameliorate those effects.

UNDER THE IGNITE GUIDELINES,

each proposal must throw light on poten-

tial societal contributions of the research,

in addition to the scholarly or scientific

significance. In the case of the Gareaus,

they are seeking to help bolster what Brian

Gareau refers to as a “cultural icon of

Massachusetts,” the cranberry.

The two researchers point out that

climate change is threatening cranberry

yields in multiple ways. For example,

warmer springs are causing buds to swell

earlier, making them more vulnerable to

frost; hotter, drier summers are leading

farmers to use more groundwater for irri-

gation, which has sparked tension in some

communities. The result is that the cran-

berry crop is “in jeopardy of local extinc-

tion,” says Tara Gareau.

Her office on the second floor of

Devlin Hall offers signs of the research

underway. There’s a soil-core sampling

tool standing in a corner (it looks like a

pogo stick with one of the foot stands

missing), along with a white pail half-filled

with soil near her desk. Most of the pair’s

hands-on research takes them to cran-

berry bogs on Cape Cod and in Plymouth

County, where they might examine the

surrounding ecosystem, including the

diversity and abundance of bees. The

social-science part might involve talking

to farmers about their incomes and yields

and what they’re doing to stay afloat eco-

nomically (which could include opening a

cranberry-bog bed and breakfast).

Another requirement of those seek-

ing an Ignite grant is that they outline “a

clear path” to obtaining external funding,

says Welkin Johnson, the biology pro-

fessor who manages the program. The

Gareaus have a specific path in mind: an

NSF grant-making initiative called the

Dynamics of Coupled Natural and Human
Systems Program, which for more than 13

years has been supporting interdisciplin-

ary research about the effects of nature

and human beings on each other. “It’s a

great program,” Brian Gareau notes, “but

you have to have great data to show you

know what you’re doing.”

By association

Some 170 undergraduate organizations are currently registered with the Division

of Student Affairs for receipt of University funding and the opportunity to reserve

campus spaces for events. To qualify, they must have identified a volunteer faculty

advisor. And during the approval process, all were assessed on uniqueness, level of

interest (a minimum of 10 members is required), and potential for longevity. Some

clubs fold when their founders graduate, some disappear with the times, as did the

Rifle Team in 1970. The literary journal Stylus (est. 1882) is the oldest, predating the

Chestnut Hill Campus by 31 years. Among the new organizations since fall 2013:

ANIME CLUB Founding president: Daniel Morales '15, physics major Faculty

advisor: Ritsuko Sullivan, lecturer in Slavic and Eastern languages and literatures

Mission: As its website states, to be "a world where fantasy meets reality." At

weekly meetings, the 15 members discuss Japanese manga comic books, watch

films, and draw. "We are also somewhat the unofficial games club. From visual nov-

els to SSB [Super Smash Brothers], from Pokemon to JRPGs [Japanese role-playing

games], we've got all bases covered."

BAKING CLUB Founding president: Courtney Roggekamp '17, finance Faculty

advisor: Stephanie Jernigan, assistant professor of the practice of operations man-

agement Mission: To provide an opportunity “for students to bake at school, as

well as have a chance to meet other people in the Boston College community and

relax," says Roggekamp. More than 550 students signed up at the Student Involve-

ment Fair in September 2014.

IGNITION Founding president: William Johnson '16, English Faculty advisor:

David Storey, assistant professor of the practice of philosophy Mission: A mentor-

ship program for sophomores run by juniors and seniors. Each student mentor, or

“Igniter," will lead monthly group conversations with up to eight sophomores on

matters of “moral, intellectual, social, and spiritual development."

LATIN AMERICAN BUSINESS CLUB Founding presidents: Ana Gill '15, econom-

ics; Federico Pineda '15, finance and management and leadership Faculty advisor:

Richard Keeley, undergraduate associate dean of the Carroll School of Management

(CSOM) Mission: To promote interest in careers in emerging markets of Latin

America. In addition to holding networking events with alumni, the 100-member or-

ganization offers weekly presentations and discussions. Topics so far include “Ven-

ezuela's Economic and Political Struggles," “Regulatory Struggles of Multinationals

in Latin America," and "Why did Argentina Default?"

MINUTES FOR MEMORIES Founding president: Caroline Karalias '16, psychol-

ogy and English Faculty advisor: Sarah Cabral, lecturer in the CSOM Portico pro-

gram Mission: As the Boston College chapter of a Boston-based nonprofit that aids

youths who have sustained traumatic injuries, the 10 members meet every other

Tuesday to write letters to local survivors in the early stages of recovery.

MUSICAL THEATER WING Founding president: Samantha Goober '15, theater

Faculty advisor: Alison Bane, assistant director of the Office of First Year Experi-

ence Mission: To provide student performance opportunities— at venues range from

the University's Bonn Studio Theater to local nursing homes— and musical theater

workshops led by local actors.

THE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY Founding president: Erick Barrios '15, biology

and psychology Faculty advisor: Douglas Finn, assistant professor of theology

Mission: To host discussions in a "conversational atmosphere that is not governed

by rhetoric, inflammatory remarks, or the illusion of two sides," says Barrios. About

a dozen students meet twice a week in Stokes N401 to discuss topics such as

"What is the Role of Government?" and "The Pros and Cons of Killing a Fly."
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Whimsical and neutral products.

CLOSE-UP: HOW CUTE

Behavioral scientists have long known

that pictures of babies— with their puffy

cheeks, big eyes, and ample foreheads—

trigger a sympathetic response in adult

consumers. The appeal of "baby cuteness,"

a term used by associate professor of mar-

keting Cergana Nenkov, explains in part

why the Ceico gecko and E-Trade baby are

potent sales tools. But few have weighed

the attraction of what Nenkov calls

whimsical cuteness— the design strategy

embedded in purses that look like water-

melon slices, and kitchen appliances that

seem to have facial features, and even the

pint-size Mini Cooper car.

Nenkov and her co-researcher, Maura

Scott, an assistant professor of market-

ing at Florida State University, describe

their recent studies of cute products in

the August 2014 Journal of Consumer Re-

search. For one experiment they invited

undergraduates to an ice cream taste

test. Flalf were handed a plain scooper,

half the whimsical human-shaped scooper

(at left, above). Participants who served

themselves with the cute utensil became

significantly more engaged consumers,

eating 28 percent more than those with

the nondescript scooper.

In another experiment, the researchers

presented 119 adults with one of three

Amazon gift cards— a neutral card bearing

the company logo, a version of the card

featuring a photograph of a baby, or a

whimsically cute polka-dotted card. Par-

ticipants were told to spend an allotted

$25 to rent five films from a list that Nen-

kov and Scott had curated. Half the films

were "lowbrow" (The Avengers, Bridesmaids)

and half "highbrow" (e.g., The King's Speech

and Anna Karenina). Fifty-eight percent of

the movies obtained with the neutral cards

and 57 percent of those obtained with the

baby-cuteness version were lowbrow. But

it was the adults with the polka-dotted

cards who won the low ground, spending

70 percent of their funds on the likes of

The Hangover II. The researchers posit that

baby cuteness—kindchenschema in psy-

chology parlance— similar to a neutral de-

sign, speaks to the adult in a consumer.

More specifically it triggers "evolutionary

reactions meant to ensure the survival

of an infant"; whimsical cuteness, by

contrast, "primes [a sense] of fun" and

“a self-reward focus."

The researchers found indications

that kindchenschema may trump whimsi-

cal cuteness. In a test, half of a group of

adults were shown a cookie decorated

with a cartoonish lion face; when they

were offered a meal, they prefered a heavy

over a healthy one— more so than did

adults who were shown the same cookie

minus the face. But when the researchers

used “kindchenschema positioning" and

told a second set of participants that the

cookies were baked at a store called The

Kid's Cookie Shop, both cookies— cute

and neutral— inspired similar high inter-

est in a healthy dish. "When you send a

reminder that says, you know what, you're

an adult," Nenkov says, "it makes the

consumer more responsible."

—Zachary Jason
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Bandana 5K

True colors
By Zachary Jason

A day at the Welles Remy Crowther Red

A t 7:30 in the morning on Saturday,

October 25, runners began collect-

ing race bibs and red bandanas in Lyons

Hall for the 10th annual Welles Remy
Crowther Red Bandana 5K. Some said

they had risen early to watch the 2011

ESPN documentary about Crowther, of

the Class of 1999. An equities trader on

the 104th floor of the South Tower on

September 11, 2001, Crowther covered

his mouth and nose against the smoke

with a red bandana and rescued a dozen

people from the World Trade Center

before he died in the building’s collapse.

The race, organized by the Volunteer

and Service Learning Center (VSLC),

has swelled from 202 runners in its inau-

gural year to 1,800 students, alumni and

their families, friends and family of the

Crowthers, and local runners this year,

400 more than last year’s record turnout.

It is by far the largest fundraiser for the

Welles Remy Crowther Charitable Trust,

which Crowther’s parents, Alison and

Jefferson, founded in late 2001 to support

scholarships for high school students and

programs for youth in the Northeast.

As they waited in the brisk air, run-

ners traded stories ofwhere they were

on September 1
1
(when the freshmen

were five). Some predicted their finish

times—one asked Siri “What’s the 5K

world record?” Others said they hoped

“to finish.” The 55-strong men’s lacrosse

club team formed a circle and stretched;

they wore white jerseys with #1 9 on

the back, Crowther’s number when he

played. Cotmselors from the boys’ camp

in the Berkshires that Crowther attended

each summer stood in gray Camp Becket

T-shirts. Boston College Army ROTC
cadets wore their bandanas beneath camo-

print boonie hats. Runners who had col-

lected kerchiefs at past years’ 5Ks, or at

the Athletics Department’s annual Red

Bandana football game in Alumni Stadium

in September, wrapped them around both

elbows and ankles. Three black Labradors

trotted around in red bandana collars.

Undergraduate Big Brother and Big Sister

volunteers prepared their Littles for the

longest run of their lives (3. 1 miles). So

did Tracey McDevitt ’97, MBA’02, who, in

from Texas, was running with her sandy-

haired nine-year-old son, Welles, named

for Crowther (whom she hadn’t known).

When Jefferson and Alison Crowther

and VSLC director Dan Ponsetto strode

up the steps of Lyons at 8:30, the crowd

before them filled Gasson Quad and

spilled into O’Neill Plaza. Ponsetto

described Crowther as an exemplar of

the University’s tenet to cultivate “men

and women for others.” Both Crowthers

fought tears as they described the activities

for disadvantaged youths the Crowther

Trust helps fund. Between registration fees

and donations from sponsors (Verizon,

Shake Shack), the race raised $50,000.

After the Acoustics sang the national

anthem a cappella, the Crowthers and

mascot Baldwin (larger than life) led every-

one to the starting line on the Gasson Hall

end of Linden Lane, under a canopy of

still-green leaves. Jefferson Crowther bel-

lowed “3, 2, 1, go!” through a megaphone.

Trailing a Newton Police motorcyclist,

the group ran to Cleveland Circle along

Commonwealth and back via Beacon.

Some 50 student VSLC volunteers offered

water, and student emergency medical

technicians were on hand with first-aid

kits along the way. A turn down College

Road, and the runners returned to campus

through the main gate, finishing at the

start and passing once again the Memorial

Labyrinth on the Burns Library lawn,

engraved with the names of the 22 alumni

who died on September 1 1

.

Eric Mendoza, MA’09, finished in

1 6: 1 7, his fourth win in four years. Then

members of the track team charged

through. And then the fencing and softball

teams; the all-male step dance troupe,

running in jeans; a woman with a camera

mounted atop a baton; parents pushing

jogger strollers. As 25, 30, 45 minutes

passed, Alison Crowther continued wav-

ing on the runners at the finish line with

a red bandana. Many joined in with their

sweat-stained bandanas, and the last ones

to finish received the biggest applause.

Runners starting out on Linden Lane. Lacrosse teammates are in red and white T-shirts.
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Assigned
reading
COURSE: RL 314 and EN 084.05— Literature and Business

By Laurie Shepard

COURSE DESCRIPTION

In reading Medieval Italian literature, I have been puzzled by the hostility of

writers toward businessmen, given that a robust business climate was necessary

for the flourishing of art, architecture, and literature in 14th- and 15th-century

Europe. Through works of drama, poetry, prose, and film, this course examines

shifting views on business and capitalism in readings that also include works by

Dante, Chaucer, Shakespeare, Dickens, F. Scott Fitzgerald, and Arthur Miller.

BOOKS AND PLAYS

The Decameron (circa 1350)

by Giovanni Boccaccio

Set during the Black Death in 1348, The

Decameron is a collection of 100 tales,

told over the course of 10 days by seven

young women and three young men shel-

tering outside the plague-ravaged city of

Florence. Plague is the metaphor for fallen

mankind, and during their fortnight away

the young band—the “brigata”—model

an ideal society: Days are dedicated to

singing, dancing, and telling stories, which

are, by turns, bawdy, comical, violent, and

sentimental. With the merchant class in

ascendance in Florence, men of business

figure frequently in the stories, depicted as

impetuous, gullible, greedy social climb-

ers. On day seven, Filomena describes

the foibles of a “very rich merchant called

Arriguccio Berlinghieri, who, like many

of his counterparts of the present day,

foolishly decided to marry into the aristoc-

racy.” His mother-in-law derides his ilk as

“country yokels.” “No sooner do they get a

few pence in their pockets,” she says, than

they “devise a coat of arms for themselves,

and go about saying, ‘I belong to such-

and-such a family’ and ‘my people did so-

and-so.’” The Decameron accrues meaning

gradually, and, recognizing that merchants

were the future lords of the city, Boccaccio

dedicates the final day’s tales—of discern-

ing bourgeois gentleman Ser Torello,

for example—to the princely virtue of

largesse and to stories about generosity of

spirit and purse. A fledgling, fictional pre-

cursor of the Medici, Ser Torello finds his

hospitality toward three strangers repaid

in dazzling fashion. Consider this a lesson,

the author seems to suggest.

The House ofthe Cat and Racket (1829)

by Honore de Balzac

This novella, one of the earliest in Balzac’s

multi-volume Human Comedy, is the tragic

tale of Augustine, the beautiful and naive

daughter of a wealthy Parisian cloth mer-

chant. “Brought up to a commercial life,

accustomed to hear nothing but dreary

arguments and calculations about trade,”

Augustine is plucked from her bourgeois

world by Theodore de Sommervieux, an

aristocratic artist who is fascinated by her

simple grace. Theodore paints a portrait of

her that wins hint vast public acclaim and

Augustine’s hand in marriage. But the art-

ist soon tires of a wife who is virtuous and

unsophisticated, and Augustine, incapable

of matching his fashionable indifference

to such values, wastes away and dies. The

ease with which a person becomes a com-

modity, like a piece of cloth, is at the trou-

bling heart of this story, and, ironically, it

is Augustine’s father, the cloth merchant,

not the artist, who speaks the truth of

this: “I am not going to be hoodwinked

by the thirty thousand francs to be made

by spoiling good canvas.” An aspiring yet

failed businessman (publishing, printing),

Balzac was well aware of the links between

toil, economy, and earned wealth. To the

charming artist born to riches, money

is round “that it might roll” easily out of

pocket. To the affluent merchant, money

is flat, that he might “pile it up.” The mer-

chant seems to have the author’s respect

more than his affection.

Major Barbara (1905)

by George Bernard Shaw

This popular play—produced on Broad-

way in 1915, 1928, 1956, and 1980—

explores the neutral character of profit,

how it can be used to good and evil ends

alike. The hypocrisy of aristocrats, who

will not sully themselves with talk of

money, and workers who imagine them-

selves virtuous for being poor, is measured
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against the power ofmoney as embodied

by Andrew Undershaft, a self-made man

and unapologetic weapons manufacturer.

Lack ofmoney, not the lack of religion, is

the root of evil, according to Undershaft:

“Food, clothing, firing, rent, taxes, respect-

ability, and children. Nothing can lift those

seven millstones from Man’s neck but

money,’’ he says. So, for his employees,

he builds Perivale St. Andrews, a town

with all the amenities for a happy, healthy,

and fulfilled life, and he offers to fund

the local Salvation Army, in which his

daughter Barbara holds the rank of major.

She decries the “the bribe of bread. . .

.

Let God’s work be done for its own sake.”

Her father responds: “You gave them

bread and treacle and dreams of heaven. I

give from thirty shillings a week to twelve

thousand a year. They find their own

dreams; but I look after the drainage.”

The Driver (1922)

by Caret Garrett

A paean to unbridled capitalism that

is often compared to Ayn Rand’s Atlas

Shrugged (1957), this novel opens with

an account of the historic march on

Washington by Coxey’s Army of the

unemployed. Jacob Coxey, a struggling

Ohio quarry owner, called for govern-

ment-sponsored jobs as the Panic of 1893

extended into another year. Garrett’s

response to Coxey’s appeal is the tale

of a fictional businessman who is more

powerful (and more productive) than the

government: the loner, iconoclast, and

visionary Henry Galt. For Galt, the Panic

represents an opportunity to build up the

Great Midwestern Railroad, which John
J.

Valentine, a businessman born to wealth

and more interested in personal profit

than in capital formation, has allowed to

go into receivership. Galt wrests control

of the company, crushes opposition on the

board, and—buying land, equipment, and

failing rail lines—in time amasses a great

interwoven fortune. What his critics in the

business establishment, New York society,

and the press consider profiteering, Galt

describes as benefiting the economy: “It

is my idea,” he tells a Senate investigating

committee, “that the financial institu-

tions of the country [ought] to build up

great reserves of capital to be loaned out

in hard times. . . . But they won’t do it by

themselves, somebody has to see to it

—

somebody who knows not only how not

to spend money when everybody is wild

to buy, but how to spend it courageously

when there is a surplus of things nobody

else wants.” As he lies on his death-

bed, Galt studies plans for his personal

Manifest Destiny—a vast railway “articu-

lating the North and South American

continents.”

for a hostile takeover of the biscuit com-

pany Albion, as government ministers and

an international assortment of shysters

nose around the deal, looking for their

cut. Both plots are unfinished, much like

the story of deregulation that the play-

wright captures. The play was revived off-

Broadway in 2012.

H°Wto
get

f, lthvK
Rich

in RISIHg
Asia

How To Get Filthy Rich in Rising Asia (2013)

by Mohsin Hamid

Serious Money (1987)

by Caryl Churchill

Written in response to the 1986 “Big

Bang” deregulation of financial mar-

kets in London, with characters who

include a Peruvian businesswoman, an

importer from Ghana, and the president

of Missouri Gumballs, Serious Money is

a frenetic rendering, often in rhyming

couplets, of private and corporate greed.

Intertwined are two plots: In one, S cilia

Todd, a financial futures and options

trader in London, sets out to discover the

cause of the death of her twin brother

Jake, but upon learning he was making

vast sums from insider trading, she moves

to insinuate herself into business with

Marylou Bains, the American arbitrager

to whom Jake was selling information.

Bains is Henry Galt turned cynical and

Andrew Undershaft turned self-serving:

“By buying and selling large amounts of

stock we ensure the market’s liquidity— /

I work twenty-four hour days and take

pills for stomach acidity— /
So companies

can be taken over easy,
/
Which means

discharging superfluous workers, discon-

tinuing unprofitable lines, the kind of stuff

that makes your lazy inefficient manage-

ment queasy.” In a subplot, the corporate

raider Billy Corman is priming the market

Presented as a self-help manual, with

chapters such as “Get an Education,”

“Dance with Debt,” and “Learn from a

Master,” this buoyant novel traces the

life of a nameless individual
—

“you”

—

ostensibly intent on one thing: getting

rich. Born in a village, he moves to a city,

also anonymous, its streets a “a ribbon of

convenience stores, auto garages, scrap-

metal dealers, unregistered educational

institutes, fly-by-night dental clinics, and

mobile-phone top-up and repair points.”

By luck, wits, and a willingness to be

as corrupt as the next person, the man

becomes wealthy, yet he remains attuned

to the strivers all around him: “You ride

home alone, in the rear ofyour limousine.

... You see a man on a motorcycle bear-

ing also his wife and children turn off

his engine as he waits for the signal to

change.” Resilient, aspiring, rough around

the edges, the poor man is ever present

in the businessman, and we discover with

him that there is more than one way to be

rich. “Slough offyour wealth, like an ani-

mal molting in the autumn,” the narrator

instructs. "Having less means having less

to anesthetize you to your life.”

Associate professor of Italian Laurie Shepard

is the author of Courting Power: Persuasion

and Politics in the Early 13th Century (1999).

1
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Cover of an LP (circa 1967) featuring renditions of "For Boston" and "Hail! Alma Mater!"

Tune-full
By Jeremiah W. McGrann

The true story of "For Boston"

D escribing the University’s “Gradu-

ating Exercises" held in College

Hall on the evening of June 24, 1885,

the Stylus editors recorded that, “as it

approached the noon of night,” the gradu-

ates came together and sang “Farewell.”

“Hurley’s voice was never sweeter, or

more pathetic,” they wrote. Then, “a clasp-

ing of hands, and they were gone.”

Hurley of the spell-binding tenor

was Thomas
J.
Hurley, or simply Tom,

a Liverpool native (of “Irish parentage,”

according to his Boston Globe obitu-

ary much later). No building on campus

bears his name, but his legacy has united

generations of Boston College students:

T.J. Hurley, of the Class of 1885, com-

posed both “Hail! Alma Mater!” and “For

Boston.” So, what else do we know of this

man of consequence?

His family immigrated to Boston in late

1 870 or early 1871, when he was six years

old; five years later, at age 1 1 , he appeared

in the College register, and he would

graduate with the first of his two Boston

College degrees 10 years after that. School

records list Mile. Gabrielle de la Motte

as his “parent or guardian.” A formidable

figure in Boston Catholic church music,

she formed the first sanctuary choir at the

Cathedral of the Holy Cross and once

rehearsed a single composition for two

years before allowing the choir to perform

it publicly. Hurley sang under her direc-

tion at the cathedral and would eventually

become conductor of its choir.

As an undergraduate, Hurley seemed

to be everywhere: He was a member of

the St. Cecilia Society, which provided

music at religious services and other

University functions, and of the music

committee for his class. He sang in plays

and at other school events. He helped

organize the Boston College Athletic

Club, led Company D of the Boston

College Foster Cadets—a military drill

unit—in battalion exercises, and took

part in the prize declamation at his

Commencement, receiving $30 for the

best English composition.

Following graduation, Hurley read law

briefly at the Boston legal firm JB Cotter

& Co., but he returned to the Heights in

1886 (following about of typhoid) to

pursue a master of arts degree, which he

completed in 1887. Hurley then began

working for the city of Boston as a regis-

trar in the election department. He contin-

ued in the city’s employ for the rest of

his working days—for the rest of his life,

in fact—rising to be chairman of the

Board of Street Commissioners, where

he was “always held in the highest esteem

by those under him and by all who had

business with his department,” according

to the Globe.

Above all, Hurley remained a loyal and

active alumnus. He served as historian for

the newly formed Alumni Association,

was elected an honorary member of the

St. Cecilia Society, and, when the Glee

Club began in 1913, he became its coach.

“There is probably no activity where dis-

cipline is more necessary than in a glee

club,” he declared at a 1927 banquet cel-

ebrating the music clubs. He continued to

sing, in church and at alumni celebrations,

and to compose.

The archives of the Burns Library

offer some idea of Hurley’s creativity in

both popular and sacred music. In addi-

tion to “Alma Mater” and the fight song,

they contain lyrics and music for seven

other popular songs he composed, mostly

about Boston College, including the “BC

Baseball Song,” a lament on the sorry state

of the school team (with a play ofwords

on “ball” and “bawl”), and “The Lake-
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Street Car” about the commute from the

new campus on the Heights to downtown

Boston:

Down the hill on the run we go

To catch the Lake-street car.

Ev’ry day it’s the same old tune

To the “L” by the Lake street car.

There’s seats for sixty, we fill then all,

One hundred and twenty strong.

And the starter whistles his little pipe

When he hears our cheerful song: Then

Run, run, run a little faster ifyou can,

For a mile and a half isn’t far;

And I’d rather have a seat, than be

Riding on my feet

To the “L” in a Lake-street car.

One non-Boston College song by Hurley,

"Pat’s Proposal,” is a comic piece in Irish

dialect about an offer of marriage.

The style throughout Hurley’s playful

compositions is typical of popular music

around 1900, with hints ofbarbershop-

quartet harmonies and with deference

extended to the waltz-based standards

of the day, such as “Take Me Out to the

Ball Game.”

At the heart of Hurley’s serious musical

activities, however—whether as choris-

ter, conductor, coach, or composer—lay

sacred music. The Burns Library contains

10 different settings of the ninth-century

liturgical work "Veni Creator Spiritus,”

at least six settings of “O Salutaris Hostia,”

and single treatments of other Latin texts.

The music is simple and functional, mov-

ing in hymn-like chords and displaying

some striking shifts of key to animate

the text.

Both streams ofmusic—sacred and

secular—coursed through Hurley’s writ-

ing from early on. In December 1 884,

to honor the 300th anniversary of the

Sodality of the Blessed Virgin in Jesuit

institutions, the undergraduate Hurley

composed a hymn, “Queen of Angels.”

This composition earned hint the follow-

ing notice in Stylus : “The greatest indi-

vidual triumph was obtained by Thomas

J.
Hurley ’85, who had written the words,

composed the music, and who then sang

his hymn in that sweet and finished tenor

of his that has been the gem ofmany a

celebration in College and Church." One

alumnus, reminiscing of his compatriot,

wrote in: “And Tom Hurley—well! Is

there anyone who hasn’t heard ofTom?”

“hail! alma mater!” was tom’s

contribution, in 1913, to the 50th anni-

versary of the founding of the University.

(Early mentions of the song included the

subtitle “Alumni Song for the Golden

Jubilee 1863-1913.”) The origin of “For

Boston” is less clear, though one point

is certain: Its creation took longer than

hoped. In fall 1885, Stylus requested sub-

missions for “a college song or two . .

.

that can be adapted to some popular air”;

another solicitation went out in the fol-

lowing spring. An 1888 Stylus competition

for a song offered the winner the complete

works ofThackeray in half-calf binding;

that evidently failing, the editors published

an article in January 1895 chiding that

even Stonyhurst College (a British Jesuit

preparatory school) had a school song.

“For Boston” finally appeared some-

time between 1913 (when “the towers

on the Heights” mentioned in line seven

became a reality) and 1917 (when the

song was included in the earliest known

Boston College songbook, compiled by

the Class of 1917). The song evidently

struck a chord with the Boston College

community. At the City Club on the eve of

the Holy Cross game in 1927, according

Data file: Class of 2018

Class size: 2,394 (1,335 women; 1,059 men)

Total applications: 23,223 (early action: 769)

College of Arts and Sciences: 1,604; Carroll School of Management: 572;

Connell School of Nursing: 92; Lynch School of Education: 126

International students: 146 (from 36 countries)

Commuting students: 13

AHANA students: 601 (25.4 percent of class)

Alumni children: 329 (13.9 percent of class)

States represented: 45, plus Washington, D.C. (two students), and Puerto Rico (12)

States with most freshmen: Massachusetts (471), New York (330), New Jersey (257),

Connecticut (199), California (170)

States sending one freshman each: Alabama, Kentucky, Montana, South Dakota

States not represented: Alaska, Arkansas, Mississippi, North Dakota, Wyoming

Mean SAT score (out of 2400): 2039, a record high

Sources: Offices of Student Services and Undergraduate Admission

to the Globe, more than 1,000 students

and alumni sang “For Boston” “with a

rolling throb that sent thrills up and down

Beacon Hill.”

Hurley died on December 11, 1931, of

heart disease. A requiem Mass was held in

St. Mary’s Chapel. His family continued

his allegiance to Boston College. In 1951,

the Heights reported that the Hurleys were

the first family to have three generations

attend the University.

In 1989, two decades after Boston

College became fully coeducational, the

alumni’s board of directors voted to revise

Hurley’s original “For Boston” lyrics from

“for here men are men” and “shall thy sons

be found” to “for here all are one” and

“shall thy heirs be found.”

Jeremiah W. McCrann is an associate profes-

sor of the practice of music at Boston Col-

lege. Research assistance for this piece was

provided by Shelley Barber, reference librar-

ian at the Burns Library.

To hear three Hurley songs, and to

read more about the history of music

at Boston College, go to Full Story at

bc.edu/bcm.
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FRESHMAN FACULTY
Some of the 44 new faculty of 2014-15

I. Sean Clarke, professor, Connell School

of Nursing (CSON). Ph.D.: McGill Univer-

sity; previously tenured at the University

of Toronto. Interests: Organizational

aspects of healthcare safety and quality;

nursing administration research; occupa-

tional health and safety of nurses. Author

of: "Organizational Climate and Hospi-

tal Nurses' Caring Practices: A Mixed-

methods Study" (with G. Roch and C.A.

Dubois), Research in Nursing and Health,

2014. 2. Nailya Ordabayeva, assistant

professor of marketing, Carroll School of

Management (CSOM). Ph.D.: INSEAD,

Fontainebleau, France. Interests: Visual

and luxury marketing. Author of: "Predict-

ing and Managing Consumers' Package

Size Impressions" (with P. Chandon), Jour-

nal of Marketing, 2013. 3. Adam Lewis,

assistant professor of English, College of

Arts and Sciences (A&S). Ph.D.: University

of California, San Diego. Interests: 19th-

century American literature; early African-

American literature. Author of: "Natural-

ization, Empire, and the Pacific Historical

Romances of James Fenimore Cooper and

James Jackson Jarves," in Literature in the

Early American Republic, 2013. 4. Erika

Sabbath, assistant professor, Graduate

School of Social Work. Sc.D.: Harvard

School of Public Health and Universite

Paris Xl-Sud. Interests: contributions of

workplace exposures on health disparities

at older ages. Author of: “The Diverging

Topography of Work-Family Life Among

U.S. Women by Educational Level" (with

J. Montez, M. Glymour, and L. Berkman),

Population Research and Public Policy Re-

view, 2013. 5. Natalya Shnitser, assis-

tant professor of law, the Law School. J.D.:

Yale Law School. Interests: Retirement

security; business law. Author of: “Funding

Discipline for U.S. Public Pension Plans: An

Empirical Analysis of Institutional Design,"

Iowa Law Review, forthcoming, 2014. 6.

Jordan Nickerson, assistant professor of

finance, CSOM. Ph.D.: University of Texas,

Austin. Interests: Corporate finance; exec-

utive compensation; credit ratings. Author

of: "Rating Shopping or Catering? An Ex-

amination of the Response to Competitive

Pressure for CDO Credit Ratings" (with J.

Griffin and D. Y. Tang), Review of Financial

Studies, 2013. 7. Patricia McCoy, pro-

fessor of law, the Law School. J.D.: Uni-

versity of California, Berkeley, School of

Law; previously tenured at the University

of Connecticut School of Law. Interests:

Insurance law and banking regulations.

Author of: "Barriers to Foreclosure Preven-

tion During the Financial Crisis," Arizona

Law Review, 2013. 8. Jose Bento Ayres

Pereira, assistant professor of computer

science, A&S. Ph.D.: Stanford University.

Interests: Machine-learning; probabilistic

graphical models; distributed and parallel

optimization algorithms. Author of: “Sup-

port Recovery for the Drift Coefficient of

High-Dimensional Diffusions" (with M.

Ibrahimi), IEEE Transactions on Information

Theory, 2013. 9. Michael Russell, profes-

sor of educational research, Lynch School

of Education; Ph.D.: Boston College; previ-

ously senior vice president at Measured

Progress, Inc. Interests: Technology and

assessment. Author of: The Paradoxes of

High-Stal<es Testing (with G. Madaus and

J. Higgins), 2009. 10. Lindsey O'Rourke,

assistant professor of political science,

A&S. Ph.D.: University of Chicago. Inter-

ests: U.S. foreign policy; military strategy;

the Cold War. Author of: "What's Special

about Female Suicide Terrorism?" Security

Studies, 2009. 11. Andrew Davis, assis-

tant professor of Old Testament, School

of Theology and Ministry. Ph.D.: Johns

Hopkins University; previously tenured

at Seattle University School of Theology

and Ministry. Interests: Israelite religion;

sacred space; Jewish-Christian dialogue.

Author of: "The Literary Effect of Gender

Discord in the Book of Ruth," Journal of

Biblical Literature, 2013. 12. Marie Boltz,

associate professor of adult health, CSON.

Ph.D.: New York University; previously

tenured at New York University. Interests:

Caregiving efficacy and coping with de-

mentia and delirium; aging-related care is-

sues. Author of: “Basic Physical Capability

Scale: Psychometric Testing with

Cognitively Impaired Older Adults" (with

B. Resnick and E. Galik), in American

Journal of Alzheimer's Disease and Other

Dementias, 2014.
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Astonished by love
Storytelling and the sacramental imagination

By Alice McDermott

T?̂
irst, a disclaimer: The novelist Colm

Toibin recently visited us at Johns Hopkins

and in the course of his reading and discus-

sion he made the remark—somewhat offhandedly—that in

the Catholic tradition of his childhood there were plenty

of prayers to the Father and the Son, and even more to

the Son’s mother, but very few to the third person of the

Trinity, the Holy Spirit.

The comment made me think that as a child Colm Toibin

never worried about passing a test, because in my Catholic

tradition, “Come Holy Spirit, fill the hearts of your faithful

and enkindle in them the fire of your love,” was a prayer I

repeated fervently before, and often during, every exam I

ever took—most especially, and most fervently, ifthat exam

involved numbers.

I mentioned this to a friendwho had been in the audience,

which led her to ask me, quite simply, what the notion of

the Trinity can possibly be about. The whole One God/

Three Persons thing, she said, sounds an awful lot like

three different gods, each with various “superpowers”—not

unlike the multiple gods of myth. She said, good-naturedly,

“It’s kind of a word game isn’t it? Saying persons instead of

gods. I mean, how do you even think about it?”

Since it was an Irishman who had prompted the discus-

sion, I was tempted to use the old St. Patrick standby illus-

tration: Consider the shamrock, I might have said. But my

16 BCM FALL 2OI4 llustration: Thomas Allen
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young friend was a talented writer, an avid reader, and an

agnostic with no faith tradition ofher own, so I found myself

asking her instead to consider the way a novel “happens.”

I said “happens” because I wasn’t thinking about the way

a novel is composed by the writer, nor did I mean the way

the self-conscious reader assesses a work of fiction. I said

happens because I was thinking of the way a novel happens

to any one of us when we give ourselves over to it.

I was thinking of the confluence that occurs when we
read: confluence of the writer’s mind, the narrator’s mind,

and the mind of the reader.

It’s a simple enough formula (miraculous in its simplicity,

when you stop to think about it): The writer—in the silence

of her composing room—puts her mind, her language, her

experience, her aspirations and observations, even her own

I have become aware in my travels as an author—as

opposed to my travels as a writer, which all take place at my
desk—that many readers are more interested in acquiring

a lesson from a serious novel than they are in participat-

ing in the magic of it, the magic of art. I suspect this is the

reason that novelists are more often invited to “give talks”

rather than to read from their work. I also suspect this is

why the most frequent questions we hear are variations of

“what were you trying to say . .
.” or “.

. . is that what you

intended?”

The wonder ofthe way a novel “happens”—ofthe simple

miracle brought to you by that trinity of writer/narrator/

reader, that miracle of seeing together what does not exist in

the real world—seems less noteworthy to the contemporary

reader than whatever it is the reader suspects the writer has

I have become aware in my travels as an author that many

readers are more interested in acquiring a lessonfrom a serious

noeel than they are in participating in the magic ofit.

will, at the service of her narrator. The narrator speaks and

creates a world. The reader, in turn, lends his inner voice,

the voice with which he speaks to himself, to the narrator,

and thus that created world comes into vivid existence.

Eliminate one part of this particular trinity and the novel

—

the story, the poem, literature itself—disappears.

Clearly, without the novelist, there is no novel. Without

the narrator (even a narrator who greatly resembles the nov-

elist), there is no created world, only a report, a transcript,

a polemic. Without the reader, that world remains nothing

more than marks on a page, or—worse yet—on a glowing

screen with a limited battery fife.

This particular three-in-one is not a matter of three sepa-

rate entities with three separate sets ofpowers—superpow-

ers or otherwise—this is a trinity that is absolutely necessary

to the very existence of the created world of a novel.

Three in one, I told my friend. For some of us, it’s a holy

trinity indeed.

I use this little anecdote as a disclaimer in the face of the

rather daunting task at hand, a discussion of storytelling and

the sacramental imagination.

I use it to illustrate, first, that I am no theologian.

And, second, that I have no theories, or even thoughts

worth sharing, about anything that exists in the “real world,”

i.e., the world that is not dependent on that holy trinity

—

writer, narrator, reader—for its existence.

to say. The writer’s message. The novel’s lesson. The hidden

meaning behind each sentence.

I have nothing against hidden meaning, or any kind of

meaning. I have been known, in fact, to quote T.S. Eliot’s

lament to my students and to my children, “We had the

experience but missed the meaning.”

But I would argue that the experience, the experience

of the conjured world, how a novel happens, is primary.

No meaning but in things, William Carlos Williams said

of poetry. Archibald MacLeish ends his love poem, “Not

Marble Nor the Gilded Monuments,” with this:

I will not speak of the famous beauty of dead women:

I will say the shape of a leaf lay once on your hair.

Till the world ends and the eyes are out and the mouths broken

Look! It is there!

The wonder of the literary arts, of the way a novel “hap-

pens,” lies first and foremost for me in its ability to make us

look together, writer/narrator/reader, to see, together, what

is there.

If I have a pet peeve about the way novels are discussed

—

especially in middle school English classes or via those

“Questions for your book club” pamphlets that publishers

are known to provide—it has to do with the whole “And

what about you?” approach. “Ishmael,” the question might

begin, “had a very difficult boss in Captain Ahab. Have

18 BCM FALL 2OI4



you ever had the experience of trying to work with a very

difficult authority figure?”

Of course, if you have read the book the answer should

always be yes. Yes, I have had that experience because I read

the book. Because I read the book, I had the experience. I am
Ishmael.

A reader’s “real” life and experience in the “real world”

has nothing to do with it.

The life that is conjured when I lend my own interior

voice—the voice with which I speak to myself—to Ishmael,

and to Melville, is the only life that matters here. The expe-

rience of being a part of that trinity is an end in itself for all

three.

So what then of the idea of the sacramental imagination,

or better yet, as the phrase seems to imply, what of the sac-

ramental imagination of the Catholic writer? Doesn’t the

very notion of a story told by an author with a sacramental

imagination imply that the author begins with a conviction,

a motive—in this case, that God reveals himself through

the physical world—and then attempts to create just such

a world by telling a story that upholds, or illustrates, this

conviction?

If the sacramental imagination is something that exists

prior to the storytelling—as part of some conviction, some

belief—then doesn’t the motive for the story constitute its

reason for being? Isn’t the novel’s world merely secondary,

a cartoon that runs beside the editorial, a picture meant to

convey an idea?

IN THE EARLY DAYS OF MY WRITING CAREER, I

allowed myself one motive, one goal, for the fiction I would

write. I would, as Joseph Conrad put it, seek “to render the

highest possible justice to the visible universe.”

Such a goal was everything for me by aesthetic choice

—

as a reader I found no greater pleasure than the time I spent

in the novel’s imagined world—but it was also a choice I

made by necessity: I would have to rely on the visible world

in the stories I wrote because I had very few “ideas” beyond

what can be “seen” there. In short, I was pretty sure I had

nothing in particular that I wanted my fiction to say—only,

perhaps, “Look, it is there.”

It is the motive I continue to serve, 30 years on.

Of course, I am not unique in this. I daresay Conrad’s

injunction operates to some degree in all of us who write.

Flannery O’Connor agreed with it, but then added, with

all the conviction of her great faith: “For me the visible

universe is a reflection ofthe invisible universe The artist

penetrates the concrete world in order to find at its depths

the image of its source, the image of ultimate reality.”

Personally, I am in no way certain that the Divine Light

shines through the things of this world—not with the kind

of certainty that would sustain a 30-year career dedicated to

demonstrating this through fiction. In my own experience,

meaninglessness is often as good an explanation for the

things of this world as is meaning. In matters of faith, I am
as aware of wordplay and disingenuousness and outdated

dogma as was my agnostic young friend—not to mention

the role that fear and confusion, sentimentality, and shal-

low thinking can play when we confront our mortality. The

Jesuit notion of God in all things is marvelous, but it takes a

faith I don’t have to keep another notion—one we call wish-

ful thinking—from snapping at its heels.

I am a born and bred Catholic, even a somewhat public

Catholic, a “practicing Catholic”— if “practicing” means

still working at it, still not doing it very well, certainly not

yet ready to take the stage. I approach my faith with none of

O’Connor’s breathtaking certainty.

But what I am certain of, through long experience, is the

validity of the conjured world, of a universe made visible by

the magic of art.

And if in the course of delineating this fictional world,

of making you see, I should discover, even as my narrator

discovers, as my reader discovers, something absolutely

astonishing—that love is redemptive, for instance, that love

is a mystery that outruns time, physical change, mortality,

much as our Christian faith tells us it does—well, I’m as

surprised at this as you are. This is not a message or a

meaning I set out to discover, or to illustrate, or to confirm.

It’s simply what happened—what happens—when, through

the magic of art, through the grace of that holy trinity of

writer/narrator/reader, a world is conjured, a world where

the concrete shimmers with the light of the unseen, where

life conquers death, where love redeems us.

“Is that what you meant to say?” the chattering classes

well may ask. “As a practicing Catholic, do you think this is

true? Is that what you were trying to prove?”

I repeat my disclaimer. I set out to prove nothing. I know

nothing about the real world. I cannot speak with certainty

about what the Creator does or does not do in it.

But as one part of that holy trio that constitutes the

necessary and silent confluence of minds that transforms

marks on a page into a world, I can point to what we
see together, in all its vividness and clarity, and say, as

astonished as narrator and reader alike, by love, by grace, by

God in all things, “Look, it is there.”

Alice McDermott, H'99, P'03, is the Richard A. Macksey Professor for

Distinguished Teaching in the Humanities at Johns Hopkins University

and the author of seven novels, including, most recently, Someone

(2013). Her essay is drawn from a talk she gave on "Storytelling and

the Sacramental Imagination," April 30 in the Cadigan Alumni Center,

sponsored by the Church in the 21st Century Center.

A video of Alice McDermott's complete lecture may be viewed

via Full Story, at bc.edu/bcm.
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American life
FROM THE SOVIET STATE TO THE GARDEN STATE,

A YOUNG NOMAD'S TALE

BY LEV GOLINKIN ’03

* * *

Kharkov, Ukraine, USSR, early September 1989

I remember that September evening vividly because, while I was busy

staging battles with my new plastic red soldiers, the old black rotary

in Moskovskyi Prospekt 90, Apt. 5, rang, rang, rang, and rang like the

Last Judgment was coming. Every caller had the same frantic news:

“Did you hear? America is closing the border. The U.S. Congress will

stop accepting Soviet Jews: Anyone who’s not registered in Vienna by

December 31 won’t be able to go to America.” America is closing the border.

opposite, upper left: Golinkin, age seven, in the January 23, 1 988, issue of Pioneer Truth (for an article on English language education), middle: Exit visa for

Golinkin and his mother, Svetlana, lower right: Golinkin, age seven, on his first day at Kharkov's School Number Three.

photograph: Gary Wayne Gilbert FALL 2014 BCM 21



The rumor flashed through the city like a thunderbolt.

“Go to Austria,” the whispers rustled through the phone

lines. “Go to Moscow, get your exit visas, and head for

Vienna. There’s help in Vienna.” Long after the soldiers and

I had concluded the Siege of the China Closet, long into the

night, the calls continued.

“We’re leaving,” declared Mom; “we’re leaving now!”

The next morning my father was on a train to Moscow.

Kharkov, mid-September, three and a half months

to the December 31 deadline

My mother is a psychiatrist who works at one of the sev-

eral large clinics in the city. My sister, Lina, is a promising

engineering student at Kharkov Polytechnic. She is 1 2 years

older than me, and I devote much of my time in the apart-

ment to cooking up novel ways to annoy her. Dad is an

engineer and he excels in his field. He spearheaded a paper

on turbines that was selected for presentation at an interna-

tional Communist expo in Bulgaria.

Dad’s just returned from Moscow, where he spent the

better part of a week standing in line—the looming deadline

has every Jew in the USSR rushing to the capital to do the

exact same thing. The next step is to obtain official permis-

sions from Mom’s clinic, Dad’s engineering bureau, and

Lina’s institute to leave the USSR. All three institutions

must sign offthat my family knows no valuable state secrets.

Late September, three months to deadline

Mom’s clinic signs off on her leaving, with no issues. Dad’s

supervisor signs off, shakes his hand, and demands his bot-

tle of cognac. Dad brings him two bottles the next day, just

in case he isn’t joking. Then Lina receives a letter from the

dean of Kharkov Polytechnic. It states that the school (and

by extension the Ukrainian SSR, and therefore the entire

Soviet Union) has invested too much time and training in

her to allow that precious knowledge to fall into the hands

of our foreign adversaries. Grandma starts cooking Lina’s

favorite meals. Mom does her best to shelter me from the

stress, but even I can’t help noticing and I tone down Lina’s

prank regimen. Mom and Dad scramble for a solution. The

family’s not leaving without her.

Early October, 10 weeks to deadline

One of Mom’s old patients puts her in touch with a high-

ranking administrator at Kharkov Polytechnic. A sizable

package of rubles, cognac, and vodka (the holy trinity of

Soviet bribery) is delivered to the administrator’s apart-

ment. Two days later, Lina’s dean concludes that the faculty

may have overreacted. Lina stops sulking. The pranks esca-

late accordingly.

* * *

Why Vienna? What did Vienna have to do with receiving

Jews fleeing Soviet Russia? In fact, I have a strong suspicion

it didn’t volunteer to become the refugee capital ofWestern

Europe. The role was bestowed upon it by basic geography.

Refugees fleeing persecution in the Soviet Union traveled

west. International aid agencies consulted a map, located the

nearest metropolis to Eastern Europe, set up their process-

ing bureaus, and just like that, Vienna became the gateway.

Word spread quickly; the moment the first migrant found

shelter in the City of Music, the system propagated itself.

A tougher question is Why America? One would think

that persecuted Jews would want to live in a country of,

by, and for Jews, a place where we would get together, spin

dreidels, eat matzah. But my family—and the majority of out-

fellow emigrants—would ask for asylum in the States.

We Russian Jews were persecuted not because of our

religion but because of our ethnicity. We had no religion,

spoke no prayers, and, aside from a few old superstitions

and vestigial snippets of Yiddish, had little religious tradi-

tion. Throughout my childhood I had never talked to God,

or thought of God, or wanted a god.

What my family and many families like mine desired was

peace of mind, not a synagogue. We wanted the freedom to

five our lives without trembling. Israel may be a Western

nation, but, as the Russian Jews who did immigrate there

found out, it’s also flavored with a bit of theocracy—if not

governmental, then certainly cultural. We wanted to live in a

land brimming with pork chops served in stores open on the

Sabbath, and we didn’t want anyone wagging their finger

and informing us we were sinning.

Ten days to deadline

We were only allowed one piece of jewelry per person. Not

that we had much treasure—a gold watch from one grand-

father and a fat Austro-Hungarian coin from the other—but

neither heirloom would be permitted to cross the border, so

Mom brought them to a jeweler, the husband of one of her

old patients. “Make something meaningful out ofthem,” she

asked the man. Two days later, she came home with a pair

of necklaces, thin gold bands bearing intricately wrought

Magen Dovidi (Stars of David), a large pendant for me and a

smaller one for Lina. A Magen Dovid was not desirable in the

Soviet Union and thus was less likely to catch a greedy bor-

der guard’s eye. The jewelry had to be worn by the emigrant
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Lev with his parents, Svetlana and Samuel Golinkin, in Shevchenko Park, Kharkov, Ukraine, circa 1989.

who claimed it, and since

Mom, Dad, and Grandma

would be wearing their wed-

ding bands, the Magen Dovidi

would have to be conveyed

by Lina and me. I winced at

the thought.

“Did they have to be those

stars?” sniffed my sister.

* * *

All around the apartment

complex, windows were lit

long into the night. Mom and

Dad tried to keep our date of

departure concealed. There

were many reports of refu-

gee busses being hijacked in

the lawless plains of western

Ukraine, where bands ofrob-

bers, given advance notice by

their urban scouts, lurked

in the wilderness, ready to

attack. (Part ofthe reason the

drivers charged so much was

because they had to hire their own scouts to monitor the

roads for bandits.) It was best to disappear without notice,

at night, but moving was a rare occurrence in the USSR.

People grew up, lived, and died in the same town, often at

the same address. There was no such thing as a new family

on the block or a new kid in school, and despite my par-

ents’ attempts at secrecy, the increased last-minute activity

alerted anyone with eyes that departure was imminent. The

neighbors kept a vigil to see what would be left behind.

Every half-hour a thin woman with a black kerchief around

her gray hair darted into the foyer to check whether we were

done with the kitchen table. She had been promised that

table, and she wanted to make sure she got it. Something

about her quick movements, gaunt frame, and black dress

made her resemble the scrawny birds that hopped around

the apartment block’s courtyard scavenging for food.

Dad shook me awake around 4:00 a.m., and I trudged to

the sink and lazily brushed my teeth, spitting out the rust-

brown liquid that squirted from the faucet. Our itinerary

may have been uncertain, but I had a feeling brushing was

not going to be at the top of the agenda for the foreseeable

future, and I hked that. I got dressed, jogged downstairs,

and stepped out into the Russian night. Silence hung over

the courtyard. A foot of wet snow blanketed the earth and

the flickering streetlights cast a yellow glow on the mounds.

Idling next to the apartment block was a bus surrounded by

people examining suitcases, loading suitcases, and discuss-

ing the status of suitcases yet to be loaded. Eight crates of

vodka were stacked on a nearby curb. These were going

to be handed out along the way at inspection points and

gas stations, to police officers and anyone else we might

encounter. Times were uncertain, exchange rates fluctuated,

the ruble went up and down, but the value of a good bottle

ofvodka never depreciated.

* * *

The ride lasted three days. Our drivers pushed the groan-

ing engine as fast as the roads permitted, stopping only

in trusted villages and only long enough for bathroom

breaks and to check in with their scouts. I sat next to Dad,

alternating between sleeping and staring. The landscape

was shackled with frost and all I could see were dead leaves

interlocked with the frozen grass. Patches of trees hunkered

down on the horizon. Every once in a while a thin line of

them stretched to the road, dividing one field from the next.

A field, a flash of bare branches, then the next field was all

there was to see.

The Ukraine
(
u-kraina

)
isn’t much of a name. It’s just

a word; it means “the land at the edge,” and this was that

edge. We had reached the outskirts of the Great Steppe, a

vast sea of grass that extends from Mongolia to Hungary. It

was Eurasia’s no-man’s land, a place called pustyr, or “empti-

ness,” in Russian. For centuries, the steppe was inhabited by

nomads, wild horsemen, skilled and dreaded archers. They
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* * *

It was best to disappear without notice, at night, but moving was a

rare occurrence in the USSR. People grew up, lived, and died

in the same town, often at the same address. The neighbors kept

a vigil to see what would be left behind.

rode out of the plains, sacking towns and ambushing cara-

vans before receding back into the grasses. No one could

predict the cycles of calm and strife: Scythians, Pechenegs,

Huns, Bulgars, myriad clans and tribes came and went

through the steppe, leaving behind them only kurgans, hill-

shaped barrows that concealed the bones and gold of their

chieftains. To the Russian mind, the steppe was a symbol of

the unknown, the primal. Thus it was in the beginning, and

thus it had remained, even to 1989.

By the second day the trees thinned, shrank, thinned

some more, and finally ceded the steppe to the earth. The

sheer amount of land was astounding. It unfolded steadily,

relentlessly, ever expanding and never changing. At first

I scanned the terrain as if it were a painting, looking for

something distinct or hidden in a landscape composed

solely ofleaves and grass. After a few hours my eyes started

hurting and I allowed them to lose focus and simply stare

into the vastness.

December 24, 1989

It was late on Christmas Eve and Vienna slumbered under

an enchantment. Rows of nutcrackers, puppets, candy, and

chocolate beckoned from giant window displays. Christmas

trees lit up plazas; garlands of snowflakes, crescents, exqui-

site ornaments, and intricate tinsel were draped across

streets and twined around lampposts. It was bright, fes-

tive, varied, nothing like the anemic New Year’s light bulbs

people hung up in Russia. And the roads shocked everyone:

The smooth pavement and lack of potholes felt hke being in

a land where people drove on butter.

Nondorf, Niederosterreich (Lower Austria),

mid-January 1990

In 1987, a total of 8,155 Jews had been permitted to leave

the USSR. The following year that number grew to 18,965.

In 1989, the year my family left, 71,000 were granted

permits. And in 1990, this spiked to a staggering 200,000

people. These numbers meant various things to different

parties. For the U.S. government, this was another small

triumph in its struggle with Moscow. For the American

Jews, the ones who paid attention, it was cause for rejoic-

ing, the payoff from three decades of lobbying, rallying,

and fundraising. But human rights workers, the people on

the ground, are always the last to celebrate. The joy of the

Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS) was tempered by

the fact that every digit represented an individual in need of

housing, and food, and political asylum. Running refugee

camps in Europe wasn’t the immediate issue, since these

were funded by the American Jewish Joint Distribution

Committee, which had thrown open its coffers. The prob-

lem was getting people into America.

Every refugee had to have a sponsor, a person or orga-

nization to vouchsafe housing, medical care, education, and

employment. The U.S. Congress had made it clear that if

it was going to pressure the Kremlin to release its Jews,

if America was going to raise its annual refugee admission

quota, then HIAS would have to provide its refugees with

sponsors.

In years past, when the refugee flow out of Russia was

merely a trickle, this had not been a serious obstacle. HIAS

enjoyed longstanding relationships with urban immigrant

communities, such as the ones in New York, Chicago, and

Los Angeles. Many refugees were going to reunite with

family members already interwoven into the fabric of these

hubs.

But with the immigrant numbers exploding from thou-

sands to tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands, the

seemingly infinite capacity of the cities reached a limit.

Individuals who were already supporting relatives were

forced to refuse sponsorship for other family members.

Organizations that had planned their budgets for sev-

eral families were now bombarded with nonstop sponsor-

ship requests. Neighborhood by neighborhood, New York,

Chicago, and L.A. began telling HIAS to slow down, to give

them time, to hold the refugees in Europe while they cleared

space and resources. And yet every day new families sought

shelter in Vienna. HIAS’s camps were suddenly faced with

a massive influx on one end and a bottleneck at the other.

A fresh supply of American sponsors was needed, a

suburban network extending past the overtaxed enclaves of
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the cities. This went beyond asking someone to sign a peti-

tion or mail a check. HIAS would have to convince random

American Jews to take legal and moral responsibility for

complete strangers, to accept entire families ofrefugees into

their homes. First came recruitment, making local commu-

nities aware of the pressing need for sponsors. Then there

was fundraising. And training. And preparations. All for

one family. And there were thousands of families.

* * *

Two thousand years of roaming the world, of fleeing an

oppressive homeland only to be oppressed in the next one,

have etched the Jewish mindset. To this day, Jews will tell

you where they’re from, and where their family escaped

from to get there, and where they ran from before to get to

that place, and so on.

One consequence of this collective pain has been the

development of the idea that every Jew is responsible for

the welfare of every other Jew, because you never know

—

tomorrow may be your turn to run. This undying vigilance

is such a part of the Jewish psyche that it might as well be

genetic. The suburban network HIAS sought had been

there all along, mowing the lawns, driving the kids to soccer

practice, renting movies on the weekends. Seemingly wispy

and disjointed, isolated and oblivious, it was nevertheless

capable of extremely rapid mobilization. All it needed was

a stimulus.

In the early months of 1 990, an urgent reminder went out

to synagogues and Jewish centers across America. Phone

calls, faxes, groups of young ambassadors fanned out from

New York, visiting cities, then towns, then suburbs, all of

them bearing the same message: Wefoughtfor the release of

our people; now they arefree. They are waiting in Vienna. They

are waiting in Rome. They need our help. Let’s bring them in.

West Lafayette, Indiana, June 1990

Purdue University Airport in West Lafayette, Indiana,

was not equipped with gates, so the little puddle jumper

from Chicago simply taxied to a standstill in the middle of

the tarmac. A hundred yards away sat a brown one-story

building, and in front of the building, separated from the

tarmac by a short chainlink fence, waited the crowd. There

were children, a couple of babies, plenty of middle-age

couples, and one ancient, bearded rabbi. Several photog-

raphers hovered next to the fence, twisting and tweaking

their lenses. Two women tapped on microphones, accom-

panied by cameramen. A large paper banner made on a

late- 1980s dot matrix printer flapped from the overhang

above the crowd. Lina translated the gray, pixelated letters:

WELCOME HOME.

Dad took in the banner, the crowd, the bright summer

sky, and I watched his fingers pumping and flexing around

the suitcase handles, getting the blood flowing, the way he

always did before charging into an important matter. “The

sign says ‘Welcome Home.’” He nudged his glasses against

his face. “So we go home.” We traversed the tarmac to the

buzzing of gnats, strode up to a gap in the chainlink fence,

and paused. Somehow I wound up in front; perhaps Dad

decided to commence the introductions with the cutest

family member. The crowd was silent. The photographers

lurked.

Across the gap towered a mustached man in a checkered

beige sports jacket. His thick glasses reminded me of Dad’s,

which put me at ease. The man extended a long beige arm,

I shook his hand, stepping across the gap, and suddenly

everyone moved. Rapid shutter clicks burst through the air.

The women in suits jostled toward us, tugging on camera-

men and chattering into microphones. I heard the faltering

rumble of Dad’s English mingled with the surer stream of

Lina’s. The wizened old rabbi began speaking to Grandma,

others approached, and handshakes flew everywhere as we

were engulfed by Americans.

August 1990

Both Mom and Dad made it clear that Lina and I were the

main reason they had decided to flee the USSR. Their chil-

dren were going to have a better future, and there was only

one sure way to make it happen. Twin doctorates—an MD
for me and a Ph.D. for Lina (she, at least, would not let them

down). “Your mom and I will work and get money: That is

our task. And you and Lina will study and get As: That is

your task,” commanded Dad time and again.

Dad began work as a filing clerk for a medical supply

company, Mom became a barista. Austria had taught us

that not everyone in the West appreciated migrants, and the

same was true of Lafayette. Several obnoxious individuals

(who weren’t known for being coffee connoisseurs prior

to our arrival) began to frequent Mom’s cafe, blurting out

detailed orders, refusing to speak slower, and ridiculing her

whenever she got something wrong. For 30 years, Mom
had shepherded patients during some of the worst periods

of their fives, and now she couldn’t brew an espresso. She

felt worthless.

Dad channeled his frustration in a positive direction,

spending nights and weekends researching the U.S. engi-

neering sector and shooting out resumes to firms across the

country. The rejections returned at an astonishing rate, but

that didn’t deter him. “Step by step” was an expression he

picked up early on in America, and that’s what he’d grunt on

the way from the mailbox.
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The Golinkins are greeted by members of the local Jewish community upon their arrival in West Lafayette, on June 20, 1990.

In March 1991, after hundreds of rejections, Dad got a

bite from a company called Delaval, in New Jersey. He flew

out to Trenton and immediately accepted an entry-level

position typically reserved for graduates fresh out of col-

lege. He was fine with it. The only thing he asked was to have

his company business cards printed before he flew back to

Indiana. His first task upon returning to Lafayette was to

distribute the cards across the community. The few believ-

ers who had encouraged the job search were given a card;

the skeptics got two.

East Windsor, New Jersey, May 1991

We settled in a quiet middle-class township where two-story

houses mingled with cornfields and strip malls. During sum-

mers, echoes of engines from the local stock car racetrack

drifted across the woods behind our house; on crisp fall

evenings, you could hear the drums from the high school

marching band. Grandma spent most of her time looking

out her bedroom window at kids racing bikes and adults

walking dogs. Mom attempted studying for the medical

boards; a year later she tried getting licensed as a nurse,

then as an EKG tech, then she became a security guard. She

didn’t have the English to do much else.

* * *

This is it, you realize. This is not a vacation; this is forever.

This is what it will be like. You’re expected to learn the lan-

guage, except you’re also working a menial job, maybe two

menial jobs, because you just got to this country and you

have no money. And you’re raising a family. Forget English:

You’re already old. You will never work in your field again.

Find something you can do with your hands, something
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that doesn’t reqtiire anything beyond a few words’ com-

prehension. You will never be seen as anything more than

an immigrant, or a moron, or a child. For the rest of your

life it’s you, your family, and a world of impotence beyond

your doorstep. You no longer have opinions. You don’t

have jokes, or consolations, or conversations, or amuse-

ments, or experiences, or perspectives built over a lifetime.

They’re useless, like you. How are you going to share them?

With whom? You are an animal, mooing and mumbling and

excuse me-ing your way through the most inconsequential

grocery store errand.

And that’s how the language barrier works.

* * *

I’m in awe of my parents’ strength. Throughout my child-

hood in Russia, Dad was a machine, plowing through

obstacles. Failure was the signal to double his efforts; suc-

cess was another brick upon which to build more success.

Mom wasn’t as relentless. She’d get discouraged, she’d

nurse doubts, but simmering underneath was this daring

that flared up when we needed it most. She was the one

who forced the final decision to flee the Soviet Union. She

was the one who guided us through the exit visa gauntlet

in the fall of 1989, when we were racing the deadline to be

in Austria. Now, in the States, I watched the hope of being

a doctor leech out of Mom, along with her confidence and

optimism. I didn’t blame America, and I still don’t—I believe

that immigrants must learn English or pay the price. Instead

I blamed Mom, I blamed her security company, her blue

shirt and black pants with blue stripes, her little tin security

officer badge that looked like the Junior Detective badges

cops hand out to 10-year-olds during D.A.R.E. workshops.

I lashed out when she’d return home and catch us up on her

work shift, and of all things I’ve done to be ashamed of, ridi-

culing my mother for trying to contribute to her new society

hurts the most.

* * *

For Mom and Dad, the hardest part of leaving Russia was

me. Abandoning your life and possessions and putting your-

self at the mercy of strangers is hard; it is terrifying to do so

with a child. For years, my parents marveled at how well I

had handled it. No, I’m not scared. No, I’m not tired. I’m a little

chilly, but I’m fine. Partly, I viewed that as my job. From the

night we snuck out of Kharkov, it seemed that everyone in

the family had assumed a certain role. Dad was the decision

maker, Lina the translator, Mom and Grandma the base

camp crew, tending to cooking, sewing, and other necessi-

ties. I dragged suitcases and ran errands, but my most valu-

able contribution was simply not to panic. Through cold,

hunger, instability, or terror, I was the first thing Mom and

Dad checked on, and as soon as they saw I was fine, it had a

calming effect on the whole family. I took my job seriously,

but to be honest I didn’t need to pretend much, because I

loved emigration. I thrived on emigration.

The best part of emigration was hope. Everything was

temporary, nothing was certain, and there was always that

blessed chance that tomorrow something would happen

and I would come across a place, a situation, a fairy god-

mother, a genie, something capable ofgenerating a poof. But

a couple ofyears after we moved to East Windsor, sometime

around middle school, I realized that emigration was over

and the poof never came. And this time there was no new

place to disappear to. We were no longer trapped in Russia;

we were no longer refugees in Austria. For the first time in

a long time we didn’t have to run, and all I wanted to do was

keep running.

Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts, October 1999

“Do you have your citizenship?” asked Dan.

It was around 1 1 o’clock at night, and the three of us

—

Dan, the dog, and I—were in the middle of our nightly walk.

Dan lived two doors down from me. We were both pre-med

bio majors, and every night we took a 20-minute break to

loop around the quiet neighborhood behind the freshman

dorms, and smoke Camel Lights, and talk about getting laid,

which, of course, is the real goal of becoming a doctor. The

dog, a silver lab, lived in one of the houses. It wasn’t kept

on a leash, and one September evening it tagged along with

Dan and me, and ever since then it always joined our walks,

trotting around the block a few times, then going off to

wherever it lived.

Dan was a Russian Jew like me. He came to the States

when he was young, like me. How he escaped Russia,

where he was stationed in Europe, whether he got beaten

up in school, or how he wound up in the States, I did not

* * *

Dad took in the banner, the crowd, the bright summer sky, his

fingers flexing around the suitcase handles. "The sign says 'Welcome Home."'

He nudged his glasses against his face. “So we go home."
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know. I wasn’t even sure which city or republic he was

from. I’d overhear him mutter Russian on the phone to his

parents, and I know he’d caught me doing the same, but we

never exchanged a Russian word between us. This mutual

reticence is what bonded us in the Catholic Jesuit milieu of

Boston College. And as long as I didn’t squeal and he didn’t

squeal it would remain our little secret. Which is why his

citizenship question surprised me.

“No, I don’t,” I answered. “I applied, but they lost my
paperwork. Twice. I’ve been meaning to reapply but I

haven’t done it yet.” Dan looked concerned. “You should

do it soon. I just read online about this immigrant who got

caught doing something stupid, like public urination, and

got deported, even though he had a green card.”

“How can they deport me? I don’t even have a country to

get deported to—the Soyuz is gone. Where are they going

put me?”

There was an uncomfortable pause as both Dan and I

registered the use of Russian. Soyuz means union, as in the

Soviet Union, which had fallen apart into its 1 5 constituent

republics in 1991.

“I don’t know,” Dan said. “The guy I read about, they

shipped him to Somalia. It doesn’t matter, man: You gotta

get your citizenship.”

“Public urination?” I glanced down at the dog, who
looked positively horrified.

“Public urination.”

“Somalia?”

“Somalia.”

I applied for my citizenship the next day.

* * *

On a crisp autumn afternoon one year later, I stepped into

the gray Immigration and Naturalization Service Center

in Cherry Hill, New Jersey. Inside was a stark vestibule

monitored by a bored security guard as well as a six-foot-

tall Statue of Liberty made out of green plastic. I signed

in, took a seat next to the rest of the tired, the poor, the

huddled masses yearning to breathe free, and listened for

my name. After about an hour, a middle-age lady ushered

me into her cubicle.

“Mr. Golinkin, we have your fingerprints, documents,

and application fee. You will now take the citizenship test to

demonstrate your knowledge of U.S. history.”

I was in college. I was in midterm mode. Bring it.

The woman produced a sheet ofpaper with 10 questions.

A cursory survey revealed that the test had been designed

by an avuncular middle-school teacher who wanted every-

one to get an A. “What do the 1 3 stripes on the American

flag represent?” the first question asked. A few rows down

was, “How many original colonies were there in America?”

Brilliant. I breezed through the questions, nursing my disap-

pointment. I wanted to discuss the Boston Tea Party and the

Hayes-Tilden affair, the Truman Doctrine and the Marshall

Plan; I wanted to show America that I had forgotten neither

the Maine nor the Alamo.

The case officer didn’t share my indignation.

“It’s time for the writing part. You will find some blank

space on the bottom ofyour test sheet. In it, I would like you

to write down why is the sky blue.”

Oooh, I perked up. Here we go! Finally, a real question. A
little strange, a little unexpected, but still, an opportunity to

make my country proud. Lastyear, in chemistry class, we covered

optics and how Earth ’s atmosphere diffuses white light into its

components. These, in turn, get absorbed by the atmosphere, save

the blue wavelength, which gives the sky its characteristic hue.

But that’s only the scientific explanation. The ancient Egyptians

believed the sky was a heavenly ocean upon which the celestial

spheres journeyed in boats. I need to integrate these various

perspectives into a coherentyet terse—
“Mr. Golinkin?”

“I’m sorry, ma’am, I’m just thinking it over.”

“Mr. Golinkin, this is a dictation exercise. Would you like

me to repeat the prompt?”

“Did you say dictation?”

“Yes. Would you like me to repeat the prompt?”

“I know stuff about the presidents,” I mumbled.

“Mr. Golinkin”—she anxiously glanced at the clock
—

“all

you have to do is write down the sentence ‘Why is the sky

blue?’ and we’re both done.”

Why is the sky blue? I methodically printed in big letters.

It was a bit girlie (the y’s looped a lot), but overall a decent

sentence. Definitely citizenship material.

“Very good. We will contact you within two months to

make arrangements for the naturalization ceremony.” The

woman squeezed out her most reassuring smile. “Goodbye,

Mr. Golinkin.”

On the ride back to Boston I contemplated the fact that

I had already become a young, jaded American and I wasn’t

even an American yet. I didn’t know whether to feel con-

cerned or ahead of schedule.

Chestnut Hill, May 2003

It was a hot day and the metal bleachers ofAlumni Stadium

channeled the sunshine toward the center, where the gradu-

ates and I melted in our black gowns. The Commencement

speaker, a blind man who had climbed Mt. Everest, spoke

about the journey of life, and ways to overcome obstacles,

and the many lessons of college. I needed a cigarette. I

needed a pack of cigarettes, I needed coffee, extra-large cof-

fee with cream and no sugar, and most of all, I needed to

walk. Boston College was kind enough to let me participate
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The author on the east portico of Gasson Hall, during a visit to campus in October.

in the graduation ceremony,

so I crossed the stage and

was handed a giant envelope

with a little printout explain-

ing why there was no diploma

inside. I smiled and shook the

dean’s hand, Dad took a pic-

ture, and I scampered back to

my seat. The only thing pre-

venting me from graduating

was a one-credit physics lab.

I could earn my diploma in a

month, and then apply to med
school—or not.

Commencement ended

and the countdown began:

We had to empty our dorms

by 5:00 p.m. Dad, a meticu-

lous packer, was rechecking

straps and calculating opti-

mal suitcase alignment when

I excused myself, ran back to

the dorm, shut the bathroom

door, and turned on the fau-

cet. Even though there was no

one else in the dorm, the rush-

ing sound made me feel more

alone. I’ve always needed that

moment before the plunge,

to stand and gather. And I’ve

always preferred being alone

by myself to being alone in a

crowd.

I felt my hands clenching

the porcelain sides of the sink,

felt the familiar panic radiate

from my chest, crawl up my
neck, choking me, urging me
to run, get a new address, new

goals, new friends, move, dis-

appear, be somewhere else.

College has many lessons; I’m with the blind climber on

that. The one that finally sank into my head is that you can’t

have a future if you don’t have a past. I had to go back—to

Indiana, to the refugee camps in Austria, to talk to people,

walk around.

From the moment I stepped on American soil I had

dedicated myself to forgetting. People and places I hadn’t

thought about for years—that I’d refused to think about

—

flashed through my head. I didn’t know their names, or

where they were, which was going to make looking for them

a bit problematic.

Editor’s note: Lev Golinkin’s quest to reconstruct his past, the

border crossings, the temporary refuges, and his reunions with

the people who shared it, are the subject of his new book, A
Backpack, a Bear, and Eight Crates of Vodka, from which

this article is drawn and adapted. The book may be ordered at

a discountfrom the Boston College Bookstore, via bc.edujbcm.

Lev Golinkin '03 is a writer based in New Jersey. This essay is adapted

from his first book, A Backpack, a Bear, and Eight Crates of Vodka

(copyright © 2014 by Lev Golinkin) and published by arrangement with

Doubleday, an imprint of the Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group, a

division of Random House LLC.
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REMEMBER
On completing a history ofBoston College

BY BEN BIRNBAUM

Editor’s note: The following was expanded from the introduction to

The Heights: An Illustrated History ofBoston College, 1863-2013

(Linden Lane Press, 2014), a book commissioned for the Sesquicen-

tennial and coauthored by Ben Birnbaum and Seth Meehan, Ph.D.'14.

c
unt lacrimae rerum, et mentem mortalia tangunt.

*
“These are the tears of things, and our mortality

cuts to the heart,” goes a somewhat opaque but oft-cited

translation of this line from Book I of the Aeneid.

As set out by Virgil, the circumstances are these: Seven

years after fleeing fallen Troy on his way to Italy, where he

will plant the colony that will raise up Rome, Aeneas lands

in Carthage, in North Africa, where he is welcomed and

taken to the temple of Juno to await an audience with Dido,

the Carthaginian queen (with whom he will have a famous

goddess-induced affair that ends badly for her, to say the

least). And he looks up at the walls, as people who are wait-

ing will do, and discovers frescoes portraying aspects of the

lengthy war in which he’s lately fought: A wounded young

man is dragged over the ground by his horse; Achilles pos-

tures beneath the walls of Troy with the corpse of Hector

(Aeneas’s friend) at his feet; the women of Troy, their hair

unbound in a gesture of submission and grief, beseech

Athena for mercy she will never extend. And Aeneas, seeing

these things, weeps, calling out to his lost king, Priam, in the

words quoted above.

While not all scholars agree on what Virgil intended here,

the consensus is that Aeneas, though he weeps, is not mourn-

ing. Rather, he is exulting that the Carthaginians, no friends

of Troy, have been so moved by stories of Trojan suffering

that they have preserved those narratives in “things” that are

more durable than human lives and that will, so long as they

exist, compel human feeling. This, he believes, is proof that

Troy’s glory was not buried in the city’s rubble but will live

on in the empire his descendants establish.
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We are meaning-making creatures and, like Aeneas,

can’t help but find narrative (even prophecy in his case) in

“things,” particularly when they are resonant with past time

and lost places, as were the frescoes, as is the image on the

cover of this magazine.

I’ve been looking at it, on and off, ever since it came to

us a few years ago from the Boston College archives. (And

I marveled at it once before in this magazine, in the Spring

2012 issue.) We don’t know who made it, or why, but he

or she had set up a pretty fancy camera (that the tower

is not tilted in the print is evidence of this) on a tripod in

the middle of what we call Linden Lane, between what we
call Bapst Lawn and St. Mary’s Hall, and aimed it right

down the middle of what we call Gasson Hall, though it

was then referred to as the Recitation Building. (Only in

above: Young men with

mandolin; the original

Boston College campus,

on Harrison Avenue in

the South End, included

the courtyard students

referred to as "Boston

College's Common."

1952 did Jesuit leaders of Boston

College reverse a policy of never

honoring one Jesuit over any other

through building namings, declar-

ing the existence of Bapst, Devlin,

Fulton, Gasson, and Lyons halls

with one unanimous vote.)

What is clear is that the photo-

graph was taken in the spring of 1913, as construction

—

delayed two years by funding shortfalls—finally neared

conclusion. This was maybe a month or so after a group of

Boston College seniors, yearning to spend the last days of

their college education beneath a stone tower on a green

campus, and not crammed into a red-brick building shared

with a high school and lodged between a cemetery and

photograph: Courtesy of Georgetown University Special Collections FALL 2 014 BCM 31
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a public hospital, put on their bowler hats, took up their

leather schoolboy briefcases, and rode the trolley to Lake

Street to “take possession” of “a big, sunny” classroom on

the second floor of the Recitation Building.

The students are not in the photograph, however, but

a small group of nicely fitted-out visitors is, which most

likely means that it is Sunday in this picture, the only day

of the week on which classes were not held and workers

didn’t work, and a favored day for trolley excursions to the

greensward that banked the twin reservoirs below Chestnut

Hill. And while out there, why not climb Commonwealth

Avenue and get a close look at that building that appeared

to have been carried in from Europe on a tide that washed it

up on the old Lawrence Farm?

Whether this is the story of the

nicely fitted-out visitors, we don’t

know. But there’s evidence to sug-

gest that it is: the man standing

alone at left rear who seems to have

his hands in his pockets as he con-

siders things, the women walking

together and discussing matters,

and another man escorting a beauti-

fully outfitted young girl away from

the building, as fathers have forever

escorted young daughters (and sons) away from wonders

that children did not find wondrous. The photographer,

in any case, seems not to have cared about capturing

above: The 1897 football

team on the steps of the

James Street entrance

to Boston College's first

building, right: On June

19, 1909, University Presi-

dent Thomas I. Gasson,

SJ, displays the first sod

turned for construction

of the Recitation Building

(now Gasson Hall).
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these people. None of them is in focus. The building is.

And the photographer, we can reasonably imagine, can’t

wait for these gawkers and strollers to get out of the way.

Meanwhile, he or she might as well squeeze off a test shot

that turns out to capture the wonder of Boston College at

its dawn, pure hope and possibility, before time began to

tick in the still-clockless tower.

I
nstitutions produce two kinds of “illustrated

histories.” One is the family album, designed to draw

responses akin to “Oh, look how handsome Bill was. And so

young.” (Such a volume was published by Boston College

in the late 1980s.) The other kind makes its case as history,

Meehan found a letter in

which the ingenious John

McElroy, SJ, in making his

argument for a Boston College,

imputed drunkenness and

disobedience to Jesuits at the

College of the Holy Cross.

photographs: Courtesy of John J. Burns Library Archive FALL 2014 BCM 33
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with illustrations. The Heights is of that kind. Though hun-

dreds of images—many in print for the first time—appear

on its pages, it is foremost about what Boston College did

over the days of 150 years, and how those years shaped

Boston College, as best we can know these things.

B oston college history isn’t an easy road. The

University was for many of its years short on space,

money, and the kind of confidence that spurs institutions to

take their history seriously. George Higgins ’61, JD’67, one

of the two best fiction writers ever to graduate from Boston

College (the other is Higgins’s classmate David Plante),

used to say that the University was afflicted with “Irish

G’wanism,” as in “G’wan, it’s only

Boston College.” And the attention

paid to collecting and preserving the

sources of Boston College’s story

—

its primary documents and its arti-

facts—was modest at best until the

Burns Library opened, in 1986.

A greater difficulty for the would-

be historian, however, is that the

Jesuit curia in Rome and the Jesuit Province ofMaryland (in

which Boston College was entered until the New England

Province was created in 1926) held sway in the South

End and then on Chestnut Hill into the 20th century, with

Roman oversight of some University business continuing

above: Members of the

junior auxiliary division

of the Philomatheia Club,

photographed October

18, 1931 . Behind them

are the private homes on

College Road that would

become Heffernan House

and Hopkins House.

34 BCM FALL 2014 photograph: Courtesy of John J. Burns Library Archive
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into the Walsh presidency (1958-68), much to Fr. Walsh’s

unconcealed annoyance.

Approval from the Jesuit curia was almost always

required for actions related to academic programs, finances,

and capital improvements. (One such enhancement—the

erection of a fence on the Chestnut Hill Campus dur-

ing the 1930s—became a matter of international interest

when it turned out to be more ornate than some judged it

ought to be.) And so, seminal documents relating to Boston

College history ended up in files 4,000 miles away from

Boston, in the Archivum Romanum Societatis Iesu beside

St. Peter’s Square, virtually unreviewed until my coauthor

Seth Meehan turned up in 2012 to make inquiries. These

communications not only included arguments material to

the fancy fence scandal, but letters seeking permission to

purchase property, explaining (as best it could be explained,

in Latin, to Roman churchmen) the place of football and

baseball at American colleges, and urging the founding of a

law school so that Catholic men would not risk spiritual ruin

while attending lectures on wills and testaments at “Secular

Institutions.”

Other material critical to understanding Boston College,

particularly during its early years, ended up as a subdivi-

sion of the Maryland Province archives at Georgetown

University, where Meehan became the first representative

of Boston College to find historic value in such “things”

as a letter to the provincial in which the ingenious John

McElroy, SJ, in making his argument for a Boston College,
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Seminal documents relating

to Boston College history

ended up in files at George-

town University, as well

as 4,000 miles away from

Boston, in the Archivum

Romanum Societatis Iesu,

beside St. Peter’s Square.

imputed scandalous behavior—drunkenness and disobedi-

ence, to be precise—to Jesuits at the College of the Holy

Cross, which had been founded in 1843, and whose leaders

did not want to see a competing institution spring up just 45

miles to the east.

S till, boston college history was written. In

1890, according to a brief and somewhat cryptic note

in the Boston Globe, an edition ofthe St. James Bulletin (likely

published by the St. James parish that lies just to the north

of Boston College’s first home) “contained quite a lengthy

history of Boston College.” (Unfortunately, no copy can be

found.) And over the decades, brief memoirs by old boys

and older Jesuits turned up in the Stylus and Heights, recall-

ing cloudless days and tender friendships.
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The first book-length history of

Boston College, however, did not

appear until 1947, more than 80

years after the founding. That vol-

ume, plainly titledA History ofBoston

College—and free of doctrinal or

moral error according to the pro-

vincial, the censor, and Archbishop

Richard Cushing—was written by

David R. Dunigan, SJ, who direct-

ed the education department that

would become the School of Education.

It’s a lucid and straightforward work (an earlier draft

had served as Dunigan’s doctoral dissertation), heavy with

left: Students are sworn

into the Navy in the

spring of 1942, in Bapst

Library's basement audito-

rium. At right onstage

is University President

William J. Murphy, SJ.

above: Boston's Cardinal

Richard Cushing and

students at the dedication

of McElroy Commons on

November 9, 1961

.

places, dates, and names and cast in prose that is stylish in a

grandfatherly way, with Dunigan making use ofmaterials at

Georgetown and at the New England Province archives. Tie

had less luck in Rome, where the archives were sealed from

the 1870s onward. (Meehan, on his visits, was constrained

from viewing records from 1939 on.) As was the case with

nearly all commissioned institutional narratives of the day,

the book takes care to portray the College’s history as a

steady march oftriumph (exceptwhen those nasty Brahmins

and Harvardians got in the way and had to be run over) led

by the best Jesuits ever made or, as Dunigan limns them in

his introduction, men who offered “patient and undramatic

labor . . . over a period ofmany decades . . . men of vision, of

courage, of faith, of perseverance; but it happened that they

photographs: Courtesy of the Office of Marketing Communications (left), John J. Burns Library Archive FALL 2014 BCM 37



were also men of humility, who regarded their own indi-

vidual efforts of small moment and not worth recording.”

(It’s those last 13 words that give the game away.)

An updated history was published in 1990 by the much

admired (including by me) Charles Donovan, SJ, ’33, H’78,

who’d been the founding dean of the School of Education

and the University’s genial academic vice president before

becoming, in 1979, the genial University historian (a post

that had not previously existed). With the assistance of his

coauthor, the equally affable historian Paul FitzGerald, SJ,

who was then running University archives out of basement

rooms in Lyons Hall (and who died before the book was

completed), Donovan added 43 years to Dunigan’s saga

—

“From the Beginnings to 1990” becoming the subtitle.

Donovan edited Dunigan hard to make the new book

work stylistically, which was unfortunate, because Dunigan

was the more adept historian and writer, with an eye for

the small details that swell out time and give it the odd and

mysterious shape of what we recognize as history. And Fr.

Donovan, it needs be said—who arrived on the Heights

as a freshman in September 1929 above: students gather

and never left it except to do his along the Dustbowl circa

T • • ji- j . . j 1977, occasion unknown.
Jesuit training and his graduate stud-

ies—also loved Boston College and

believed in its inherent goodness, and had difficulty, at least

as a historian, ascribing fault or foolishness to the institution

or its people. When in the late 1 980s I sent a writer from

Boston College Magazine to interview him about the Gasson

Hall takeover by black students in 1 970, the writer returned,

poked his head in my doorway, and said with intended

irony, “Fr. Donovan says it didn’t happen.” Fr. Donovan

did write about the building takeover in his book, though

I can see why he preferred not to descant upon the subject.

His Boston College was not a place where white students

yelled racist remarks at black students in the upper windows

of Gasson Hall. Nor a place where black students held a

building and university hostage. And his history of Boston

College reflects this.

So, do Seth Meehan and I make a claim that our book is at

last the true history of Boston College—illustrated or not?
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We don’t. (“An” illustrated history and not “the” illustrated

history is deliberate.) Though we do have a modest hope

that one consequence of this book will be that some will

abandon the tiresome notion that the Know-Nothings still

he in wait in Newton Centre or Oak Square and others will

stop recalling a national championship in football in 1941

and halcyon years as a national gridiron threat in the 1920s

or 1930s or something like that. (The championship never

happened, and Boston College’s most successful era in foot-

ball—1996 to 2006—was managed by the straight-backed,

underloved Tom O’Brien. As they say in sports, you could

look it up.)

And we would certainly make no claim that our pages

on the Monan and Leahy years are “history.” They are

at this time story. As Zhou Enlai famously said in 1972

when asked what he thought was the legacy of the French

Revolution, “Too early to say.” Disappointingly, Zhou

turns out to have understood the question as referring to

the 1968 unrest in Paris. Still, the point holds. History is

written on water. New sources are discovered, visits are

made to Rome, new translations are published, locks are

torn from gates that secured secret treasuries. One day

a few years ago, at a reception in Corcoran Commons, I

was unexpectedly introduced to Rick Atkinson, the (dual)

Pulitzer Prize-winning historian and journalist who had

just embarked on the third of his acclaimed books ofWorld

War II history. “So,” I said, reaching deep, “can there still be

things to learn about World War II?” His reply was to look

at me in silence.

And the book is, of course, an illustrated history,

. which, given Boston College’s date of birth, means

photographs.

With the exception ofGary Gilbert’s 25 photo arrays and

an appendix of Clifton Church’s stunning and unpopulated

landscapes from the 1920s and 1930s, virtually none of

the photos in this book were deliberately conceived as art,

by which I mean that they pay attention not to themselves

but to the subjects they are capturing, the moment in time

that they are stopping—photography that begins as proof

something happened, that Gasson broke ground with a

shovel, that students in tuxedos danced with young women
in gowns while a big band played, and that in 1942 young

men who appear to be boys stood in the basement of Bapst

Library and took an oath to serve for the duration ofwar.

But as Virgil knew, images of the past are more than

evidence.

Susan Sontag knew it too, writing in On Photography that

“all photographs are memento mori”
—

“a token ofabsence.”

My heart agrees. Catching a life at the speed of light, we

can’t help but glimpse the mystery of the darkness behind

I am most moved by pictures

in The Heights that deliver up

individuals who entered the

scene innocently, bit players,

extras, simply living their lives

and never imagining they were

making institutional memory.

and the darkness ahead, which is why I am most moved by

pictures in The Heights that deliver up those individuals who
entered the scene innocently, bit players, extras, simply liv-

ing their lives and never imagining they were making insti-

tutional memory, much less history.

I have in mind the unknown young men who turn up

under a tree (with mandolin) in a 1 9th-century photograph

of the South End Campus. Are they students? We don’t

know. And the 1897 football players surrounding their

large captain, Arthur White, with one student (at the last

second, I imagine) reaching to lay his right hand on the

hero’s shoulder.

And the delighted boywho has just watched Fr. Gasson

—

after two pantomimed failures—finally crack the sod on

Chestnut Hill on June 19, 1909. And the women of the

“junior auxiliary” Philomatheia Club, volunteer fundrais-

ers for a college to which they could not be admitted as

students, posing near Bapst Library in their hats and furs

on a fall Sunday in 1931. And the students taking the oath

in their jackets and ties and brilliantined hair. And the stu-

dents on the steps of McElroy Commons on November 9,

1961, the day the building was dedicated, forever laughing

at a crack by the famously sharp-witted and delighting (and

irreverent) Cardinal Cushing. And four black women on the

old Dustbowl on a winter day in the late 1970s, not entirely

sure of the photographer’s intentions; maybe not entirely

sure of other things as well.

History there is in this book, as good as we could make

it. But what life there is on these pages, that cuts to the heart

and always will.

Ben Birnbaum is the editor of this magazine. The Heights: An Illustrated

History of Boston College, 1863-2013 is available on campus and on-

line from the Boston College Bookstore at a 20 percent discount for

magazine readers.
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The good life
By Kenneth Himes, OFM

Reflections on faith and poverty

m HROUGHOUT MUCH OF THE
_L ancient Near East, a certain lack of

material goods was hardly a distinguish-

ing characteristic—almost everyone lived

on the margins of subsistence. And so

poverty was more commonly viewed as

a social condition than an economic one,

linked to the experience ofbeing weak,

dependent, inferior—ofbeing oppressed.

The Jewish people knew this condition;

from their struggles with the Philistines

and Canaanite tribes, their acquaintance

with the empires of Assyria, Babylon, and

Rome, they knew firsthand and regularly

the experience ofbeing humbled.

The Old Testament, however, offers

three views of poverty: The first is the

secular wisdom that indigence is a con-

sequence of laziness or foolish behavior.

The second is a theological rendering

of poverty as divine retribution, God’s

punishment of Israel for transgressions

against the Covenant. And the third view

recognizes the inadequacy of the first two.

It grows from the observation that many

unrighteous and unjust people make out

fairly well in this world, while many virtu-

ous and principled people suffer to their

graves. In this way, the Israelites came to

see poverty as a scandal—as a condition

that ought not to be.

Resistance to poverty in the Old Testa-

ment takes chiefly two forms. There is

alms-giving to the exile, the widow, and the

orphan—the marginalized, in other words,

in the Israelites’ midst. And there is prayer

and lamentation to God to relieve and

assist the poor. In this view, God has a spe-

cial attachment to the poor and measures

the faith of others by how they are treated.

MEMBERS OF THE EARLY CHRISTIAN

communities also were not among the

elites of their societies. They were, in the

main, small farmers, urban tradespeople

—

poor in the sense that the majority of them

were never far from economic disaster

brought on by drought, illness, war.
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Breadline outside a Catholic Worker hospitality house on Mott Street, New York City, circa 1938.

In the Acts of the Apostles, there are

scenes of the early Church struggling with

how to think about material possessions.

Barnabas is praised for selling a piece of

property and placing the proceeds at the

feet of Peter, to be distributed to others in

the community as needs arise. His example

is contrasted with the actions of Ananias

and Sapphira, the couple who sell their

property and come before Peter with part

of the proceeds but keep a little back for

themselves. As God was wont to do in

those days, he struck Ananias and Sapphira

dead. We can be glad that God has learned

patience with us as the years have gone on.

There are more instances of the

Church finding its way with respect to the

poor. In several letters, Paul appeals to

gentile communities for contributions that

he can bring back to help the poorer com-

munity of Jerusalem. And in Corinth, we

find him preaching about the scandal of

the rich who celebrate the Eucharist apart

from the poor; Paul excoriates the rich for

not understanding the necessary unity of

the Eucharistic assembly that shares in the

one bread and one cup. James, in his letter,

scolds a Christian community for over-

looking its poorer members while fawning

over a man “with gold rings.”

The constant refrain in the New
Testament texts is not a call for political

reform or new economic structures; for

the Christian community in the Roman
Empire, these were not realistic options.

Rather, it is the idea that works of mercy

must extend beyond the borders of one’s

group—gentile Christians have obliga-

tions to Jewish Christians, and vice

versa—and that they must extend beyond

one’s religious group, as well. In short,

as Christians began to move out into the

wider society in the cities of the empire,

“thy neighbor” became anyone in need.

Later Christians—hermits, theolo-

gians, monks, mendicants, mystics, social

reformers, spiritual writers— they’ve all

added their voices to this discussion of

poverty within the Christian tradition. At

times, they’ve praised it as a virtue.

Poverty has elicited many kinds of reac-

tions in part because it refers to different

realities. Theologically, the fundamental

reality of poverty is that of creatureliness.

To be human is to be poor. This is the pov-

erty of finitude: Not one of us willed our-

selves into existence, and none of us can

sustain our existence. To be a creature is to

be, in a word, contingent. Hard as it is for

us to swallow, we are simply unnecessary.

None of us need be, yet we are. We have

been brought into life by a Creator God,

and Christians believe that the Creator’s

will is loving and purposeful. That’s

the Christian realization of the human

condition. It does not lead to despair.

It makes us aware that everything that

exists, including ourselves, including our

enemies, is a grace.

BUT THERE ARE OTHER FORMS OF

poverty. The Catholic Church’s teach-

photograph: Raynor Memorial Libraries Special Collections and University Archives FALL 2014 BCM 41



ing since at least the time of John XXIII

(1958-63) has consistently acknowledged

that human rights exist not only in civil

and political life—the right to peaceful

assembly, to due process of law, to reli-

gious expression—but also in economic

and social life. There is a right to food, to

healthcare, to shelter, to a safe environ-

ment, to a basic education.

This is a lesson of Catholicism: The test

of a good community is not, How well are

those at the top doing? The test is always,

How well are those at the bottom faring?

Can people find work that provides a liv-

ing wage? Is there an adequate safety net

for those who are too old or too young,

who are chronically ill or temporarily inca-

pacitated? As James indicated in his letter,

we are only as good a community as we

are hospitable, generous, and decent to the

poor among us.

But there is also spiritual poverty in our

world. One may have material well-being

and yet suffer from a profound sense of

isolation from community, from friend-

ship, from intimacy and love. There are

those unfortunate people in our midst

who are plagued by mental and emotional

suffering, for whom the challenge of rising

from bed is a daily struggle with depres-

sion, anxiety, grief, despair.

I’ve always found interesting the ser-

mon of St. John Chrysostom on the par-

able of the rich man and Lazarus, a reflec-

tion on the affluent who are truly poor.

There are people abounding in wealth but

starving in virtue. There are people liv-

ing in easy comfort who find no meaning

amidst their luxury. Christians ought to

be among the first to recognize the signs

of spiritual poverty in their own fives as

well as in the fives of others—and must

remember that works of mercy are spiri-

tual as well as material.

Yet another distinction to bear in

mind when thinking about poverty is the

difference between relative and absolute

poverty. Tattered and shrunken as it may

be, the safety net in most economically

developed countries is meant to raise all

people above the level of absolute poverty.

The World Bank has put a dollar figure

on absolute poverty in the poorest nations

of the globe. It sets the standard at $1.25

per person per day. The United States

sets its poverty standard, according to

recent figures, at about $ 1 5. 1 5 per adult

per day.

Relative poverty is difficult to define.

It is determined by social context, and it is

most commonly described by economists

and others as the percentage of a popula-

tion that has less than a certain proportion

of their society’s median income—for

example, less than 50 percent. Relative

poverty is a way of talking about inequali-

ty. It’s not about survival but about wheth-

er a person is able to effectively participate

in the fife of society.

This is not a new idea. Adam Smith, in

The Wealth ofNations (1776), defined pov-

erty as the lack of “whatever the custom of

the country renders it indecent for credit-

able people ... to be without.”

So, not having a telephone may not

always have seemed a harsh reality. But

in our culture, when people presume they

should be able to reach you, and they

can’t, you become marginalized. (Try get-

ting a job without a phone.) You become

ineffective.

An argument has been made that

charity is equivalent to pulling drowning

people out of a river, while justice goes

upstream to find out why people are fall-

ing into the river in the first place, and

builds a bridge. Another way to think

about this is to see these two virtues—and

they are both virtues, charity and justice

—

in the way Benedict XVI did in his encycli-

cal Caritas in Veritate. Benedict described

the work of justice as “the institutional

path—we might also call it the political

path—of charity.” It is, he said, “no less

excellent and effective than the kind of

charity which encounters the neighbor

directly.” In other words, justice can be

understood as the political expression of

charity, the application of charity to the

institutional and structural aspects of our

fife as a society.

These are two complementary and

necessary moments in the response of

Christians to the evil of poverty. Philan-

thropy and personal involvement are

vitally important, as disciples follow in

the way of the Lord Jesus. But preventing

future and further poverty through neces-

sary social reform is also a work of neigh-

bor love. Indeed, it may be the best way to

assist the distant neighbor whom we will

never meet face to face.

Kenneth Himes, OFM, is an associate pro-

fessor in Boston College's theology depart-

ment and the author of Christianity and

the Political Order: Conflict, Cooptation, and

Cooperation (2013). His essay is drawn from

a talk sponsored by the Church in the 21st

Century Center and delivered in Casson 100

September 23, on "The Poor: What Did Jesus

Preach? What Does the Church Teach?"

To see a video of Fr. Himes's lecture,

go to Full Story at bc.edu/bcm.

Vocation report

"College Experience and Priesthood," a new re-

port from Boston College's Division of University

Mission and Ministry, explores the factors on

campuses and in higher education generally that

promote or deter vocations to the Catholic cler-

gy. The report grows out of the June 2013 Sum-

mit on Vocations to the Priesthood, a conference

at Boston College that included eight bishops

and archbishops, five presidents of Catholic

universities, and 90 other Catholic leaders and

scholars (see "Vocation Summit," BCM, Summer

2013). The summit was convened to consider the

results of a survey of 1,575 seminarians and re-

cently ordained priests, conducted in 2012 by the Center for Applied Research in the

Apostolate and co-sponsored by the U.S. Jesuit Conference and Boston College. The

full report may be viewed online at bc.edu/priesthoodsummit.
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Prejean with students in the Robsham lobby.

‘We are
By Patrick L. Kennedy

Q&A with Sr. Helen Prejean

About 250 students, faculty,

and alumni filed into Robsham

Theater on October 9 for a special screen-

ing ofDead Man Walking , the harrowing

1995 film about a brutal double murderer

on death row and the nun who ministers

to him and to the grieving.

A long silence followed the clos-

ing credits as the nun herself took the

stage. Not the Hollywood actress (Susan

Sarandon) who portrayed her, but the real

Helen Prejean of the order of St. Joseph

of Medaille, 75, bespectacled, her hair

cropped short and practical. “Can we get

the house lights back on?” she asked in

her Louisiana drawl. After a further pause

in which the lights stayed off, the nun

intoned, “Speak to mefrom the darkness.”

The audience laughed, and the lights

did come back on, but the darkness of

the film seemed to linger, and for a time

nobody ventured forth to kick off the

Q&A portion of the evening, which was

co-sponsored by Boston College’s Church

in the 21st Century Center, School of

Theology and Ministry, and Center for

Human Rights and International Justice.

Eventually, students began trooping up to

two microphones.

First question, from a young man in a

backwards baseball cap: "How were you

able to feel compassion [for a murderer]?”

Prejean (“pray-JAWN”) allowed that

her initial reaction to murder is always

outrage. However, she said, “Human

beings are more than the worst act in their

lives. You cannot be freeze-framed into

your worst act.” It is her duty, said Prejean,

who has counseled death row prisoners

one-on-one for more than 30 years, to get

the convict to take part in his redemption.

Then a young woman: “Watching an

execution, what are you praying?”

“I believe Christ is always going to be

with the victims, and at that point [the

condemned man] is one, and I pray for his

safe passage over into the arms of God,”

Prejean answered. “I pray at the same

time for the victims he killed. And for the

family members that have been offered

this
—‘Now you get to watch, and this is

going to heal you’—when I know full well

they’re going to go home and the chair is

still going to be empty where their loved

one sat. I’m praying for the warden, pray-

ing for the guards.”

Another young woman: “How do you

convey to these prisoners that you do not

condone their actions even though you do

love them?”

“When they’re having trouble getting

[to contrition],” Prejean began, “it’s ‘You

did a terrible thing! You killed an innocent

person. How do you think the parents

feel? How would you feel if someone

killed your mama?’ ... It can be hard [for

a prisoner] to feel compassion,” she said,

with his own death looming.

Young man: “How do you cope with

the trauma of the victim . . . and then the

trauma ofwatching the death penalty?”

“Well, my life isn’t just trauma,”

Prejean assured him. “I belong to a really

good sisterhood of love and support,

and a loving family, and I work with

lawyers who are in there standing up for

people. ... I take time to pray, to meditate.

I feed off the Scriptures. ... [I] try to keep

learning and be faithful to what I know.”

“Last question,” Prejean announced

about an hour after she’d begun. “No pres-

sure, but it better be profound.”

The audience laughed. A young man

with a slight Mediterranean accent began

to speak.

“After the movie, I remembered read-

ing a speech Robert F. Kennedy made the

day after Martin Luther King was killed,”

he said. Reading now from his phone, the

student recited a few lines:

“‘What has violence ever accom-

plished? What has it ever created? No
martyr’s cause has ever been stilled by his

assassin’s bullet. No wrongs have ever

been righted by riots. . . . This short life

can neither be ennobled or enriched by

hatred or revenge.’”

As the crowd filed out, one student

confided to his friend, “It was good to have

the Q&A afterward, because when that

movie ended, I was like, ‘I don’t know how

I’m going to function after this.’”

Patrick L. Kennedy '99 is a writer in Boston.
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>> Thought to be the earliest printed book by an Irish author, Vision of Tundal was

rt written in 1 149 by a Benedictine monk named Marcus, probably wielding a quill
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"Three Cheers for Maine," an 1852 illustration produced for the American Temperance Union.

ALL WET
By Kyle G. Volk ’99

Drink and the fortification of American democracy

I
N A DEMOCRACY, SHOULD THE MAJORITY ALWAYS RULE?

If not, how should minorities act to protect their rights? Amid

the rising majoritarianism, nativism, and racism of the mid- 19th

century, a motley array of Americans tackled these recurrent

questions. Immigrants, entrepreneurs, drinkers, Jews, Catholics,

Seventh Day Baptists, freethinkers, abolitionists, northern blacks,

and others rejected unbridled majority rule as the unquestioned

source of political authority. Told that minorities should dutifully

submit to the majority’s wishes—on issues ranging from Sunday

laws to school segregation—they forged a new, minority-rights

politics to defend their interests. In the process, they made vital

contributions to the theory and practice of democracy that have

shaped America’s political culture down to the present.

This essay tells the story of one such minority, the anti-prohi-

bitionists. In the turbulence of the early 19th century, two concur-

rent forces transformed American public life. On the one hand,

there was the rise ofmass democracy. Characterized by an expand-

ing electorate, high voter turnout, and vigorous two-party politics,

it produced a new reverence for “majority rule.” On the other

were the Protestant evangelical ministers and laity who feared this

monumental political development. Beginning in the 1820s, these

self-described moral reformers started grassroots movements to

ensure that a Christian moral majority ruled America’s ascendant

democracy. Strategically following the majoritarian currents of the

age, many of them insisted that a majority of Americans opposed

drinking, and they sought to impose moral order with laws restrict-

ing and even prohibiting the sale of alcohol.

Maine led the way in 1846, with an act that forbade the manu-

facture and sale of alcohol statewide. But the law lacked teeth

and went largely unenforced, driving temperance champions to

demand a more stringent measure. Seizing the moment was Neal

Dow, the “Napoleon of Temperance.” One historian describes

Dow as “almost a caricature of the fanatical Yankee reformer:

small in stature, vain, thrifty, . . . wealthy, and utterly self-righ-

teous.” In 1850, he became president of the Maine Temperance

Society, and a year later voters broke party lines to elect him mayor

illustration: Courtesy of The Library Company of Philadelphia FALL 2014 BCM 45



of Portland. Dow had been working on a new prohibitory bill, and

in 1851 he shopped it to the state legislature. Exploiting divisions

within the Whig and Democratic parties, he forged prohibitionist

majorities in both houses, which moved Democratic governor

John Hubbard, who was up for re-election, to sign the bill into law,

though he was known to hit the bottle from time to time.

Glowing reports about the Maine Law traveled throughout

the United States as well as to Canada and Great Britain. In this

law, the brag went, a proper device had at last been created to put

“the rum power” out of business, to help control unruly urban,

immigrant, and working-class populations, and to dry up all the

evils—crime, vice, poverty, the abuse of wives and children, high

taxes—that flowed from drink. As the New Haven-based New

Englander noted, the long struggle against demon rum had proven

that “moral suasion alone” could not bring temperance’s complete

victory. And so the Maine Law empowered ordinary citizens,

along with the usual authorities, to enforce it. Armed with an eas-

ily obtained search warrant, prohibitionist civilians could enter a

business or dwelling suspected of housing illegal liquor and dump

any contraband they discovered. Presbyterian pastor Samuel H.

Hall boasted to a receptive Michigan audience that the Maine Law

was unlike “all previous legislation upon the subject of intemper-

ance.” It closed loopholes, ensured violators received quick trials

that favored prosecutors, and meted out stiff fines and prison

sentences.

Across the North and parts of the upper South, elite and

middle-class temperance men and women intensified their single-

issue, grassroots pressure to make America dry. There were

mass meetings, speaking tours, and propaganda campaigns. New
associations sprang up, such as the Ladies Maine Law Society (of

Salem, Iowa). Influential newspapers, including Horace Greeley’s

New York Tribune , lent support. A torrent of petitions signed by

men, women, and children flooded state legislatures, and elections

sent growing phalanxes of Maine Law supporters to state office.

Temperance reformers organized independent slates of prohibi-

tionists in some areas, but they more often worked with candidates

from existing parties. As the Pennsylvania State Temperance

Convention explained, “If of two candidates, the Democrat is

in favor of Prohibition, and the Whig is opposed, vote for the

Democrat. If the Whig is in favor, and the Democrat is opposed,

vote for the Whig!” Thus “united and resolute,” the New York

Evangelist wrote in 1852, prohibitionists could “hold the balance

of power in every election” and force every northern legislature to

pass a Maine Law.

The Evangelist was prescient. By 1855, some 12 additional

northern states and territories from New Hampshire to Iowa

(with a detour south through Delaware) had enacted prohibition.

Several others had come extremely close. “In almost every State in

the Union,” the Boston Traveller announced, the Maine Law “has

become a political question, controlling to a greater or less extent,

all party movements and elections.” This course of events wreaked

havoc on the party system that had structured much of American

electoral politics since the 1830s. Recognizing the divisive nature

of prohibition, most Whig and Democratic leaders had hoped to

steer clear of the issue. But as prohibitionists forced the question

and broke through traditional party lines, their tactics sped the

demise of the northern Whig Party, which was already weakened

by the national party’s sectional divisions over slavery. Their

campaign also helped fuel the rise of the Know-Nothing Party,

which organized anti-Catholic and nativist sentiment and used

prohibition and the persistent linkage between alcohol and immi-

grants to bolster its briefbut meaningful

success in the mid- 1850s. Eventually,

a new political party—the Republican

Party—would emerge from the ashes of

the old order.

Party dissolution, however, was only

one important political consequence

of the Maine Law. Equally significant,

enactment of the new law failed to bring

about universal obedience. Thousands

of Americans in “dry” states continued

to make, sell, possess, and consume alcohol, and many defended

their right to do so. Anti-prohibitionists practiced both secret and

public evasion, and the more creative episodes garnered national

media attention. When a Maine man unsuccessfully attempted

to smuggle liquor to Portland in a coffin, for example, the press

reported an onlooker’s words: “The coffin in this case contained

not the body, but the spirit.” Meanwhile, Indiana dealers sold liquor

on the Ohio River aboard boats tied to the wet Kentucky shore.

Circumvention was only the beginning. Angry Bostonians

hung their Democratic and prohibitionist governor, George S.

Boutwell, in effigy, and German immigrants in DuBois County,

Indiana, burned effigies of their governor and state senator.

Attempts at enforcement turned violent as prohibitionists, some-

times wielding “hatchets and pick axes,” barged into homes and

businesses suspected of harboring liquor, only to meet resistance.

And there were well-publicized riots, including one in Portland,

Maine, in 1855. When a largely Irish-born crowd demanded access

to alcohol rumored to be held in City Hall and refused to disperse,

Mayor Dow ordered the militia to fire. One man was killed; sev-

eral others were injured. Some saw the deadly melee as proof of

immigrants’ inability to hold their liquor and of the righteousness

of prohibition, yet others fretted that the Maine Law had ushered

in a prohibitionist “reign of terror.”

Anti-prohibitionists organized grassroots movements across

the northern states to repeal Maine Laws and to protect the

individual right to drink and sell alcohol. Their efforts comprised

America’s first true wet crusade, as well as a turning point in the

expansion of the minority-rights politics of the mid- 19th cen-

tury. The most consequential actors were liquor dealers, brewers,

Bv 1856. anti-prohibitionist gatherings had pulled

thousands upon thousands of Americans into

public life, many of whom might not previously have

taken a stand on an issue of policy.
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hotelkeepers, and others whose livelihoods depended on the sale

of alcoholic beverages. Though plenty of native-born Americans

worked in the alcohol industry, by the early 1850s it was domi-

nated by Irish and German immigrants, who had flocked to the

United States because of famine and Europe’s failed democratic

revolutions of 1848. A range of other influential men joined the

leadership corps, but newspaper editors and local politicos, who

were often, but not always, of Democratic partisan leanings, were

the most common. In Chicago, for example, prominent German

brewer Michael Diversey was aided by, among others, Alfred

Dutch, a Whig newspaper editor, and Francis A. Hoffman, a

Prussian-born Lutheran clergyman who would later help orga-

nize Illinois’s Republican Party. Looking north to Milwaukee,

the mostly German anti-prohibitionists there were led by Moritz

Schoeffler, a Democratic newspaper editor and the son-in-law of

Jacob Best, a brewer whose business would eventually be renamed

the Pabst Brewing Company.

Organizers typically invited all interested participants “with-

out distinction of party” and generally regardless of religion and

national origin (though Germans sometimes held their own meet-

ings in addition to attending mixed gatherings). Immigrant and

homegrown men and, to a much lesser extent, women; Catholics

and Protestants; freethinkers and self-described liberals; business

owners and wage workers—together they filled halls, parks, and

other public spaces to defend their cultural traditions, their habits

and addictions, their financial interests, and their vision of free

democracy.

The threat of prohibition proved a powerful force for recruit-

ment. By the time prohibition was in retreat, in 1856—a victim of

the courts and grassroots political mobilization—these gatherings

had pulled thousands upon thousands of Americans into public

life, many ofwhom might not previously have taken a stand on an

issue of policy.

IN HIS DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA, ALEXIS DE TOCQUEVILLE

emphasized how the pressures of conformity brought by the

majority were as coercive and as dangerous as formal governmen-

tal authority. "I know of no country,” he famously declared after

his 1831 visit, in which “there is less independence of mind and

true freedom of discussion than in America.” Tellingly, his prime

examples were religious and moral in nature: the lack of organized

atheism and the dearth of “licentious books.”

During the several decades after Tocqueville’s journey, the

explosion of moral reform would bring Americans to debate

the appropriate limits to majority rule and to implement the

tactics needed to challenge moral majoritarianism. Those who

resisted liquor regulations helped turn the battle for minority

rights into an organized, popular endeavor. They created a new

institutional form—the rights association, from Pennsylvanians’

“Liquor Leagues” to the Albany-based Metropolitan Society for

the Protection of Private and Constitutional Rights—that worked

outside of political parties; and they helped develop an array of

grassroots, rights-oriented political tactics, including the initia-

tion of test cases before the courts, backed up by often-hefty legal

defense funds. Among their diverse heirs are the United States

Brewers’ Association, the National Equal Rights League (a 19th-

century precursor of the NAACP), and the American Foundation

for Equal Rights, a champion of marriage equality.

If the moral minorities of the mid- 19th century were somehow

transported to our time, they would no doubt be surprised by

certain issues. But they would find much that is familiar—in the

tension between majority rule and minority rights continually

fueled by moral disputes, and in the modes of political engagement

embraced by both sides.

Kyle C. Volk '99 is an associate professor of history at the University

of Montana. His essay is drawn and adapted from his new book, Moral

Minorities and the Making of American Democracy (2014). Copyright ©
2014 Oxford University Press. The book may be ordered at a discount

from the Boston College Bookstore via bc.edu/bcm.

PRAISE SONG
By Moira Linehan

The child is eleven, the third of three brothers

so: fearless and tough. You know, Whatever

they can do. . . . Also the colorful one,

the dreamer. Last week, wanting blue jays and robins

to breed (he called it mix together). I'd like that,

he said, looking out toward the woods. This week

he's asking if I've seen the grave, he's nodding

toward their back yard. I dug a hole out there,

he says, to bury the bird I found. A robin,

he answers me. I put a stone on top.

Then it needed a name so I named it Wings.

Wings, what he wrote on the stone. This child,

who is only eleven, naming Death Wings.

Already knowing the universe of flight

and loss, this child accepting the offices

given unto us to perform, the ones we find

on the paths we walk. Because he walked

behind their house, because he found a dead bird,

the instinct to minister took over, told him what to do.

Now on my path— so due to chance, so foreordained—

this child who's eleven. This child named Evan.

Moira Linehan, CAES'79, is the author of the poetry

collections If No Moon (2007) and the forthcoming

Incarnate Grace.
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A More Hall postcard, 1954.

WORKHOUSE
By Ben Birnbaum

The brief, effective life of More Hall

THOMAS MORE HALL, WHICH FELL TO THE WRECKERS
K—) ball this summer, may not have been the most comely build-

ing on the main campus, but it was hardly the least lovely, a dis-

tinction that would have to go to Carney if we’re only counting

academic or administrative structures, and to Edmond’s if dorms

are in the competition. (As to the Rec Plex’s mash-up of Bedouin

encampment and state prison, it’s too odd to deserve any response

but wonder, while the Mods have been temporary housing since

1970 and should therefore draw from us the same respect as

would a refugee camp that has served a volatile border region long

and well.)

Opened in the fall of 1954, More was a 25th-anniversary gift

from Boston College to its Law School, which, like all of Boston

College’s professional schools, had begun its life in rented rooms

“downtown,” first, in 1929, on lower Beacon Street, and later in

the 11 -story Deco pile at 441 Stuart Street once known as “the

New England Power Company Building.”

The move to the main campus was in any case supposed to

evince progress: Not only was the University going to bring the

school to Chestnut Hill (the foot of it, anyway), but to a made-to-

order building designed by none other than Maginnis and Walsh,

the same firm that had given us, in chronological order, Gasson

(1913), St. Mary’s (1917), Bapst (1922), Devlin (1924), and Lyons

(1951).

As it turned out, More Hall was M&W’s last commission

for Boston College and its least prepossessing, for though it

did “reflect” the campus’s Gothic-influenced architecture (as the

Heights kindly said at the building’s opening), its mostly flat roof

line, long rows of casement windows, and predominately brick

exterior clearly cried out suburban high school.

The interior did, however, offer some gracious spaces, accord-

ing to stories and photographs, including a moot-court room, a

lofty-ceilinged library containing some 250,000 volumes, and

a wood-paneled, Persian-carpeted faculty lounge with a marble

fireplace that had once graced the East Room of the White House

and had become government surplus in 1949 when Harry Truman

renovated his new home. More also contained a heating plant large

enough to support a planned dormitory for law students and an
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auditorium wing, neither of which was constructed (which is why,

unlike other Boston College office buildings, More was adjoined

by commodious parking).

More’s tenure as the home of the Law School was brief, howev-

er. In 1975, following Boston College’s acquisition of the Newton

College of the Sacred Heart campus, the school, which was doing

well and dreaming of an extended building, was relocated there

—

selected by a task force from a set of candidates that also included

the schools of management, education, and nursing, all of whom
begged off exile on account of their students’ strong curricular

connections with A&S.

Over the next year, a number of proposals for More’s use were

floated: These, as reported in the Heights, included a non-lending

library designed for reading and “smoking,” a “fine arts center,”

a nascent “computer center,” Campus School facilities, and a

student center featuring “typing rooms,” “musical practice areas,”

and a cafeteria. None of these ideas took root, however, and those

that did (some classes met in More and a special collections library

moved in for a time) proved unsuccessful at providing the building

a new identity.

And then in January 1976, some 1 5 administrative departments

that had been jammed into Gasson Hall took tenancy. Among
them were personnel, treasurer, auditor, budget, purchasing, print

center, benefits, and payroll, and More suddenly had the slope-

shouldered, working-stiffidentity it would hold until it was vacated

36 years later—the building in which the sausage got made; the

place you went to when you needed to get something done that

didn’t have to get done where it could be seen to be getting done.

It was in More, in September 1978, that I interviewed for a pub-

lic relations writer’s job I’d seen in the paper. I was a just-arrived

stranger to Boston, and I entered the building believing it to be

the entirety of Boston College, which I'd assumed, given its name

and location at the edge of the city and end of a railway line, was

a minor-league afterthought of a municipal institution. (The view

from the front steps offered no more than a church, the church’s

parking lot, and an uninspired experiment in subsidized housing,

which turned out to be the Mods.)

Over the decades since, I picked up paychecks, parking passes,

and photo IDs in More, enrolled three children in healthcare plans

(and claimed them as tax deductions), attended scores of meet-

ings and a few training sessions (including one at which I was

permitted to try my hand at something called “word processing”),

interviewed for promotions, and signed tuition remission forms

for three children. And one day last August, I stood on a sidewalk

across from More and watched a mustard-yellow excavator assidu-

ously and, it seemed, thoughtfully—probing, retreating, pausing,

jabbing—tear into brick walls, plasterboard, concrete floors, and

roof tiles. Two longtime residents ofMore were already watching

when I arrived. ‘The storage room,” one said as a wall fell, and the

other nodded. And another former resident soon came by in his car

and slowed to call out merrily: "Is Leo still in his office?” referring

to Leo Sullivan, the long-serving vice president of what Boston

College now calls Human Resources.

As room after room came into sunlit view, I recognized many

I had sat in, including one that had housed Jim Kennedy, who was

budget director when I arrived, and who, I remembered, liked to

put his feet on his desk alongside a wood sign inscribed “And God
so loved the world that he didn’t send a committee.”

A 490-bed residence hall is being built on the More site. It will

be ready for occupancy in 2016. The White House fireplace is safe

on Newton Campus.

“Takedown," a Boston College Video Minute of the demolition

of More Hall, may be viewed via Full Story, at bc.edu/bcm.

The Law School cafeteria at More Hall.
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''IPS THE BEST DEFENSE
By Jeri Zeder

Know your enemy

Associate professor Sam Ransbotham, who teaches in the

. information systems department at the Carroll School of

Management, is interested in cyber crime. Specifically, he wants

to understand, from an organizational perspective, the conditions

that promote, prevent, and/or slow the spread of cyber attacks.

And he wants to shed light on a debate in the Internet security field:

When security professionals discover a software vulnerability—

a

flaw in code, say—is it best to publicly and immediately disclose the

defect? Or is it safer to limit disclosure (the prevailing approach),

thereby allowing the software ven-

dor time to devise a patch before

the problem becomes public?

Through an arrangement with

the global security services com-

pany Dell SecureWorks (whose

client list includes business and

financial institutions, hospitals,

universities, and other entities),

Ransbotham analyzed software

security alerts involving 960 com-

panies and organizations over two

years (2006 and 2007)—more

than 400 million notifications in

all. To factor in the effect ofimme-

diate public disclosure, he incor-

porated information from the

National Vulnerability Database,

a federally maintained, open-to-

the-public clearinghouse of com-

puter security breaches and vul-

nerabilities.

Ransbotham put the combined

sets of information through three

analytical models to identify (a)

the initial attack on a company’s

system after a given vulnerability

was disclosed; (b) the diffusion of attacks (how many firms were

affected); and (c) the volume of attacks per organization during a

given attack episode.

In a paper presented at a 20 1 1 security conference, Ransbotham

and coauthor Sabyasachi Mitra, a professor at Georgia Tech’s

Scheller College of Business, reported that when software vulner-

abilities were immediately announced to the public, attacks spread

more quickly than in lower-profile circumstances, with more com-

panies being at a higher risk of a first attack. The data, however,

pointed to a paradox: Even though the number of firms attacked

in a well-publicized episode was relatively high, the total number

of attack attempts was relatively low. Why? Ransbotham and Mitra

described opportunistic cyber criminals as engaged in the equiva-

lent of reconnaissance missions, quickly moving from company to

company as they encountered shored-up security.

Based on these findings and others, Ransbotham recommends

a strategy of limited disclosure of vulnerability information.

Computer emergency response teams should disclose a vulner-

ability to the software vendor and to security service providers

who can take countermeasures (for example, filtering traffic for an

attacker’s signature) while the vendor works on a fix.

"It comes down to thinking

about it more as an economic prob-

lem. All attacks would stop tomor-

row if the return on investment is

negative,” Ransbotham says. “So,

what can we do to manipulate that

return on investment for the ‘bad

guy’?” The evidence suggests that

limiting public disclosure of vul-

nerabilities bolsters activity that

lowers attackers’ returns, thereby

slowing and containing attacks.

Ransbotham’s interest in what

he calls “the darker side” of ubiq-

uitous computing ranges widely.

He has conducted research to con-

sider whether open-source code is

more secure than proprietary soft-

ware (some believe it is because it’s

open to everyone to make correc-

tions; RansbothanTs data says no);

and whether the adoption of elec-

tronic medical records by physi-

cians and hospitals promotes med-

ical malpractice claims because of

the ease of legal discovery (again,

the data says no).

Based on his investigations, Ransbotham in February was

awarded a five-year, $402,000 CAREER grant from the National

Science Foundation for “Using Analytics on Security Data to

Understand Negative Innovations.” Given to pre-tenure faculty

members in general support of their scholarly pursuits, the grant

will allow Ransbotham to hone and expand his research. “Malicious

uses of IT are rampant,” Ransbotham says. “It is tempting to wish

for technical panaceas to make them disappear. But technology

alone will not stop them,” he says. “We need to consider manage-

rial, organizational, and economic aspects as well.”

Jeri Zeder is a writer in the Boston area.
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Mushobozi (in his white robe) at a mission church in northwest Tanzania. The occasion is a wedding Mass.

Frontier

pastor
By Thomas Cooper

Fr. Leopold Mushobozi, MA'10

St. Josephine Bakhita parish occupies the

remote and rugged northwestern cor-

ner ofTanzania, bordering Burundi and

Rwanda. Named for the Sudanese slave

who in 1890 became a Canossian nun, it

was established in 201 1, with Fr. Leopold

Mushobozi, fresh from the School of

Theology and Minstry’s MA program in

pastoral ministry, at its head.

The parish’s 1 50-square-mile footprint

takes in 15 small mission churches, as well

as five public schools, a government-run

health center, and a prison, all ofwhich the

Tanzanian Mushobozi, who was ordained

in 2008, visits regularly. The area’s popu-

lation is near 22,500; some 40 percent

are Catholic (there are also Lutherans,

Muslims, and Anglicans). Subsistence

farming prevails. In the 1990s, more than

a million refugees swarmed the territory

from war-torn Rwanda, Burundi, and the

Democratic Republic of Congo. Perhaps

2,000 remain after a 1997 repatriation

effort. Catholics call Mushobozi “Paroko,”

the Swahili term for pastor; to other locals

he is “Fr. Leo.”

Mushobozi’s days begin and end with

prayer and include at least one Mass (three

on Sunday). Much of the rest of his time,

he says, is spent in meetings, whether

at the parish seat in Kasulo, where a one-

story brick rectory with offices is nearing

completion, or “under the trees”: pre-

marital seminars; sessions with married

couples to “settle their misunderstand-

ings”; conversations with youth groups

about secularism, drugs and alcohol, and

HIV/AIDS, which has ushered in a “rapid

increase of orphans,” he says. Then there

are the meetings on parish business, with

committees for finance, construction,

vocation, and peace and justice. For special

gatherings they may “slaughter a goat or

two” from the small farm that Mushobozi

arranged for the parish to buy.

Mushobozi travels the parish in a

white Toyota pickup, the gift of a church

outside Boston. “One day I had to leave

my vehicle in the bush and walk for half

an hour,” he says. “When I got back I

found that passing elephants had knocked

down trees, which had hit the truck and

also blocked the road.” At times, the truck

serves as a community ambulance, with

Mushobozi at the wheel.

The land is fertile and a river, the

Ruvubu, “flows throughout the year,”

Mushobozi says. “But the people lack the

skills in subjects like small-scale farming,

hydropower, or microfinance to put these

resources to use. . . . Ignorance is the great-

est challenge, even to evangelization.”
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